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direction of Dr. Eric Rotenberg). 

 
Safe-real-time systems need tasks’ worst-case execution times (WCETs) to guarantee 

deadlines. With increasing microarchitectural complexity, the analysis required to derive 

WCETs is becoming complicated and, in some cases, intractable. Thus, complex 

microarchitectural features are discouraged in safe-real-time systems. 

My thesis is that microarchitectural complexity is viable in safe-real-time 

systems, if control is provided over this complexity. I propose a reconfigurable processor, 

the Analysis-Managed Processor (AMP), that offers complete control over its complex 

features. The ability to dynamically manage the AMP enables novel cooperative static 

and run-time WCET frameworks that break the limitations of the traditional static-only 

WCET model, allowing complex features to be safely included.  

(i) The Virtual Simple Architecture (VISA) framework avoids analyzing complex 

features. VISA derives tasks’ WCETs assuming a simple processor. At run-time, tasks 

are speculatively attempted on the AMP with complex features enabled. A run-time 

framework dynamically confirms that WCETs are not exceeded.  

(ii)  The Non-Uniform Program Analysis (NUPA) framework enables efficient analysis 

of complex features. NUPA matches different program segments to different operating 

modes of the AMP. NUPA yields reduced WCETs for program segments that can be 

analyzed in the context of complex features, without the severe burden of requiring all 

program segments to be analyzed this way. 



I propose that out-of-order execution is not inherently intractable, rather its 

interaction with control-flow is intractable. Out-of-order processors overlap the execution 

of 10s to 100s of in-flight instructions. Variable control-flow causes an explosion in the 

number of potential overlap schedules. I propose two timing analysis techniques that 

reduce the number of possible schedules.  

(i) Repeatable Execution Constraints for Out-of-ORDER (RECORDER) eliminates 

variable control-flow and implied data-flow variations, guaranteeing a single input-

independent execution schedule that can be derived via simulation, using arbitrary 

(random) program inputs.  

(ii) Drain-and-Branch (DNB) restricts instruction overlap by insulating a branch’s 

control-dependent region from the effects of instructions before and after the region. 

RECORDER and DNB are complementary, as they work well for branches with 

short regions and long regions, respectively. Further, in the context of a NUPA 

framework, different branch regions may favor RECORDER, DNB, or in-order execution 

mode of the AMP, for achieving a highly optimized overall WCET. Moreover, branch 

regions analyzed for downgraded in-order execution can still benefit from the VISA run-

time framework by speculatively enabling out-of-order mode of the AMP. The flexible 

combination of all the above techniques multiplies benefits, yielding a powerful 

framework for fully and safely capitalizing on complex microarchitectures in safe-real-

time systems.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

In a hard-real-time system, safe operation depends upon meeting task deadlines. 

Real-time scheduling theory provides the basis for determining whether or not a set of 

periodic tasks will meet their deadlines. A key input to this analysis is the worst-case 

execution time (WCET) of each periodic task.   

Tasks’ WCETs are typically derived using some kind of timing analysis. 

Conventional timing analysis techniques examine all possible control-flow paths through 

a task (path analysis) and account for cycle-level timing of the underlying 

microarchitecture (microarchitecture analysis). The maximum execution time of a task is 

its WCET. 

Present-day timing analysis tools can efficiently analyze the cycle-level timing of 

simple in-order processors, deriving tight WCETs in the context of these simple 

processors. Although tight, these WCETs are large because of the low performance of the 

underlying simple processor. Smaller WCETs may be possible if the simple processor is 

replaced with a more complex processor, i.e., a contemporary processor with high-

performance microarchitecture components (e.g., dynamic branch predictors) and 

features (e.g., deep out-of-order execution). The advantage of smaller WCETs is that (1) 

additional tasks can be safely scheduled and/or (2) task rates can be increased (existing 

tasks execute more frequently). However, statically deriving tasks' WCETs on 

contemporary processors is extremely complex because they are highly dynamic and they 
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also support overlapped execution of 10s to 100s of speculative in-flight instructions in 

the pipeline. 

For this reason, microarchitectural complexity is discouraged in  

hard-real-time systems. My thesis is:  

Microarchitectural complexity is viable in hard-real-time systems, 

 if control is provided over this complexity. 

The ability to dynamically manage the microarchitecture enables fundamentally different 

approaches to timing analysis: cooperative static and run-time WCET frameworks that 

break the limitations of the traditional static-only WCET model. These frameworks 

enable complex microarchitecture features if benefits can be derived and if overall safety 

can be assured. Conversely, these features are disabled if no benefits are derived or if 

safety cannot be assured. 

The proposed approach requires (1) a reconfigurable processor with a means to 

enable and disable its high-performance features at run-time, and (2) a framework that is 

responsible for deciding when to enable and disable high-performance features, while 

ensuring overall system safety. In this dissertation, I propose a reconfigurable processor, 

called the Analysis-Managed Processor (AMP), that offers complete control over its 

high-performance features, i.e., its features can be fluidly enabled and disabled at run-

time. I also propose two timing analysis frameworks, Virtual Simple Architecture (VISA) 

and Non-Uniform Program Analysis (NUPA), that are responsible for managing the 

AMP. The two frameworks are completely independent and manage the AMP in different 

ways. A key selling point is that the VISA and NUPA frameworks may be used 
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separately or in combination: neither framework requires the other, yet benefits are 

multiplied when they are used together. 

VISA exploits the AMP to avoid analyzing complex microarchitecture  

features. The key idea is to statically derive tasks' WCETs assuming a simple processor, 

and, at run-time, speculatively execute tasks with complex features enabled and 

dynamically confirm that tasks' WCETs are not exceeded. VISA does not reduce WCETs 

with respect to a simple processor, but it does impose WCETs with respect to a complex 

processor without actually analyzing it. Aside from this unusual and unprecedented 

"functional" benefit (i.e., correctness without explicit analysis), the quantitative benefit is 

large dynamic slack, enabling various run-time optimizations such as significant 

processor frequency reduction and/or higher throughput of other types of tasks. 

NUPA exploits the AMP to efficiently analyze complex microarchitecture 

features. The key idea is to match different program segments to different operating 

modes of the AMP. WCETs are reduced for program segments that are efficiently (i.e., 

practically) and safely analyzable in the context of complex microarchitecture features, 

without the severe burden of requiring all program segments to be analyzed this way. At 

run-time, AMP configurations are dynamically altered to correspond with the variable 

analysis. 

1.1. Analysis-managed processor 

The Analysis-Managed Processor (AMP) is a reconfigurable processor whose 

features can be individually enabled and disabled at run-time. The flexible nature of the 

AMP allows us to rethink the way worst-case timing analysis is currently done. By 
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providing complete control over its features, the AMP enables unconventional timing 

analysis frameworks that can exploit the reconfigurable AMP in many different ways. 

Since timing analysis is responsible for managing the processor, i.e., enabling and 

disabling features, the processor is called analysis-managed processor. 

The AMP is a single processor pipeline that can be configured to operate in 

different modes. Figure 1-1 shows an example AMP with two pipeline modes. The 

complex mode (Figure 1-1 (a)) includes high-performance features such as dynamic 

branch prediction, multiple-issue, and out-of-order execution. The AMP can be quickly 

reconfigured to operate in a simple mode (Figure 1-1 (b)), where dynamic branch 

predictor is overridden with static branch prediction, all but one superscalar way are 

disabled (emulating scalar operation), and instructions are prevented from issuing out-of-

order.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1-1. (a) AMP operation in complex mode. (b) AMP operation in simple mode. 

 

Note that this is just an example AMP that happens to have two modes. In 

general, an AMP can have any number of modes, depending on the requirements of the 

timing analysis frameworks managing the AMP. In the most flexible case, single features 

or components can be individually enabled/disabled.  

Next, I propose two novel timing analysis techniques to manage the AMP. These 

two timing analysis techniques are complementary in nature and exploit the 

reconfigurable AMP differently.  
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1.2. Virtual simple architecture (VISA) 

The first technique is called the Virtual Simple Architecture (VISA). The VISA 

framework allows us to safely use an unanalyzable high-performance complex pipeline at 

run-time without having to statically analyze the complex pipeline. The key idea behind 

VISA is that the run-time pipeline does not have to explicitly match the pipeline model 

used to derive the WCET, as long as the execution time on the run-time pipeline does not 

exceed the prescribed WCET. If a pipeline is too complex for timing analysis to handle, 

the VISA framework can choose to not analyze the complex pipeline, and instead use a 

simple pipeline as the basis for deriving tasks’ WCETs. At run-time, tasks are 

speculatively attempted on the unsafe complex pipeline. Since the complex pipeline was 

not explicitly analyzed, tasks’ WCETs are not guaranteed on the complex pipeline. To 

ensure overall system safety, VISA provides a run-time safety mechanism that 

continuously gauges progress on the complex pipeline. If there are early warning signs 

that speculative execution on the complex pipeline is not satisfactory, i.e., WCETs are in 

jeopardy, the run-time framework disables unsafe complex features before a “point-of-

no-return”, ensuring that tasks’ WCETs are never exceeded.  

The VISA run-time framework requires the ability to disable features if it detects 

unsatisfactory interim progress. Unfortunately, contemporary high-performance 

processors do not provide this facility. On the other hand, the reconfigurable AMP is a 

natural fit for implementing the VISA framework. Offline timing analysis can use the 

simple mode of the AMP as the basis for timing analysis. At run-time, the AMP is 

configured to operate in a complex mode that includes high-performance features such as 

dynamic branch prediction, out-of-order execution, etc. The VISA run-time framework 
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monitors tasks’ progress on the unsafe complex mode. If a task’s interim progress on the 

complex mode of the AMP is not satisfactory, then the VISA framework reconfigures the 

AMP to operate in the simple mode (for the remainder of the task) that was the basis for 

deriving tasks’ WCETs. Switching to the simple mode in the midst of a task explicitly 

enforces the overall task WCET despite a single interim misstep. Usually, tasks’ WCETs 

are enforceable without reverting to the simple mode, thanks to the typically high-

performing complex mode. Nonetheless, the simple mode provides a safety net for 

anomalous scenarios, ensuring that tasks’ WCETs are not exceeded, in the unusual cases.  

Figure 1-2 shows a high-level view of the VISA framework. The VISA 

framework shields the unanalyzable complex mode of the AMP, providing the illusion of 

a simple pipeline to software components in the system. The simple mode of the AMP 

matches the simple pipeline abstraction, and is used to derive tasks’ WCETs. Thus, the 

VISA-protected AMP (right-hand side of Figure 1-2) and a conventional explicitly-safe 

simple pipeline (left-hand side of Figure 1-2) are worst-case-equivalent systems, and the 

VISA-protected AMP can be safely used in the place of the explicitly-safe simple 

pipeline even though the complex mode was not explicitly analyzed by timing analysis. 
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Figure 1-2. High-level view of first technique: Virtual Simple Architecture (VISA). 

 

Note that the VISA framework does not actually reduce tasks’ WCETs even though 

it employs a high-performance complex mode. This is because tasks’ WCETs are derived 

using the simple mode and the VISA framework only guarantees that these WCETs are 

not exceeded. As such, the high-performance features of the complex mode cannot be 

used to reduce tasks’ WCETs. 

The quantitative advantage of VISA is that task execution is typically (but not 

provably) accelerated in the high-performance complex mode, i.e., tasks have smaller 

actual execution times, creating large amounts of dynamic slack as seen in Figure 1-2.  

Dynamic slack can be exploited in various ways, outlined below.  
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1. Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS): Since tasks typically finish much faster on 

the complex mode, a large amount of slack is generated. This slack can be 

exploited to reduce the system frequency and voltage to lower the 

power/energy consumed.  

2. Higher throughput in mixed-task systems: While VISA does not reduce the 

perceived worst-case utilization, actual utilization due to hard-real-time 

tasks is significantly reduced. The spare computational capacity can be used 

to increase throughput for sporadic hard-real-time tasks, soft-real-time 

tasks, and non-real-time tasks. 

3. Fault-tolerance: The high-performance complex mode might mitigate the 

cost of redundant task executions, for detecting and recovering from 

transient faults. The VISA framework can provide time-redundancy-based 

fault tolerance in situations where a conventional simple pipeline cannot 

due to tight utilizations. 

1.3. Non-uniform program analysis (NUPA) 

While the VISA framework allows complex high-performance features to be safely 

used for hard-real-time tasks, these complex features are exploited only at run-time to 

yield large amounts of dynamic slack. The high-performance features cannot be used to 

reduce tasks’ WCETs since the WCETs are derived using a simple pipeline model. My 

second timing analysis technique, Non-Uniform Program Analysis (NUPA), shown in 

Figure 1-3, overcomes this limitation and provides a means to exploit high-performance 

features to actually reduce tasks’ WCETs. 
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NUPA advocates an unconventional non-uniform approach, where the key idea is 

to match each program segment with a pipeline model that is most suited for that 

program segment, in terms of efficient (practical) analysis and a tight WCET. The AMP 

is a natural substrate for the NUPA framework. Segments of the program that allow 

efficient analysis on the complex mode of the AMP are analyzed in the context of the 

complex mode, while remaining parts of the program are analyzed for the simple mode. 

NUPA enables us to exploit high-performance microarchitectural features to reduce 

tasks’ WCETs, with the ability to opt out for program segments that cannot be efficiently 

analyzed for the complex mode. At run-time, the AMP is configured in complex mode for 

segments of code that were analyzed for the complex mode and the AMP is switched to 

the simple mode for segments that were analyzed for the simple mode.  

Figure 1-3 shows a program that has been divided into three segments. The first 

and third program segments can be analyzed for both a low-performance simple pipeline 

and a high-performance complex pipeline. The middle program segment is analyzable 

only for the simple pipeline and is not analyzable for the complex pipeline.  

The left-hand side of the figure shows conventional timing analysis on a 

conventional complex pipeline. In this case, conventional timing analysis is forced to 

analyze entire tasks in the context of the complex pipeline. Since segment 2 is not 

analyzable for the complex pipeline, conventional timing analysis cannot derive a safe 

WCET for this program and hence, the complex pipeline cannot be safely used.  
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Figure 1-3. High-level view of second technique: Non-Uniform Program Analysis (NUPA). 

 

The middle part of the figure shows conventional analysis on a conventional simple 

pipeline. Conventional analysis can derive the program’s WCET since the entire program 

is analyzable in the context of the simple pipeline.  

The right-hand side shows NUPA on an AMP. Recall that NUPA matches each 

program segment to the pipeline mode that is best suited for that program segment. 

Accordingly, NUPA analyzes the first and third program segments in the context of the 

complex mode of the AMP, while the second program segment is analyzed in the context 

of the simple mode. 
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NUPA was inspired by a hybrid timing analysis technique called SYMTA 

(symbolic hybrid timing analysis) [46]. SYMTA combines simulation and formal 

analysis for efficient worst-case timing analysis.  In the SYMTA approach, some 

program segments are analyzed via simulation and other program segments are analyzed 

using formal timing analysis techniques. However, this approach is still limited by the 

fact that it assumes a single pipeline model for the entire program, even though different 

analysis techniques are employed for different program segments.  

The next step is to identify program segments that can be analyzed for the complex 

mode. A key realization is that analysis of advanced features, such as out-of-order 

execution, is vastly complicated by variable control-flow, i.e., input-dependent control-

flow. This insight is explained in depth in the next section. On the other hand, if control-

flow of a program is independent of the program’s inputs, then the number of dynamic 

instructions and the order in which these instructions are executed, i.e., the execution 

schedule, does not vary across program runs, even on a complex pipeline using 

techniques like dynamic branch prediction and out-of-order execution (assuming that the 

starting microarchitectural state is the same for all program runs). In fact, these programs 

have a constant execution schedule and, hence, a constant execution time (which is both 

the actual and worst-case execution time), independent of program inputs. Simple 

simulation on a timing-accurate simulator can be used to derive the input-independent 

execution schedule and hence the WCET. Accordingly, we identify program segments 

with a single control-flow path and analyze these program segments for the complex 

mode. Other program segments, with multiple control-flow paths, are analyzed for the 

simple mode using conventional static timing analysis. 
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The beauty of AMP is that it allows the NUPA and VISA frameworks to be used 

in combination. Figure 1-4 (a) shows a system that uses the VISA timing analysis 

framework (top layer) and the AMP (bottom layer). The middle layer shows the task, 

abstracted as a safe WCET bound. In this case, the entire task is analyzed in the simple 

mode (shown by WCET (simple)). Figure 1-4 (b) shows a system that uses the NUPA 

timing analysis framework (top layer) and the AMP (bottom layer). The middle layer 

(again abstracted as a WCET bound) shows the task. In this case, a portion of the task is 

analyzed in the context of the simple mode (shown in blue – WCET (simple)) and the 

remaining portion of the task is analyzed in the context of the complex mode (shown in 

orange – WCET (complex)). Figure 1-4 (c) shows a combined system that uses both 

VISA and NUPA. Applying NUPA, some portions of the task are analyzed for the simple 

mode and other portions are analyzed for the complex mode. Program segments that were 

analyzed for the simple mode can be speculatively attempted on the complex mode of the 

AMP with the VISA gauging mechanisms turned on – shown by the VISA layer on top of 

the program segment analyzed for the simple mode. Thus, we can exploit the benefits of 

both techniques enabled by AMP: (1) reduced WCETs due to NUPA, and (2) dynamic 

slack due to VISA. 
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Figure 1-4. (a) VISA framework, (b) NUPA framework, (c) A combined VISA-NUPA 
framework. 

1.4. Understanding and overcoming complexity of analyzing out-of-
order pipelines 

While the example NUPA framework, proposed in the previous section, allows 

program segments with a single-control-flow path to be analyzed for the complex mode 

via simple simulation/static analysis, program segments with multiple control-flow paths 

are still limited to the simple mode. The next logical step is to devise techniques that will 

allow program segments with multiple control-flow paths to be analyzed for the complex 

mode. So far, I have implied a connection between variable (input-dependent) control-

flow in a task and complexity of deriving the task’s WCET for a complex pipeline. This 

crucial connection is explained in this section and the insight is the basis for novel 

solutions. We specifically concentrate on complexity of analyzing out-of-order execution.  

An out-of-order pipeline examines a “window” of dynamic instructions to create a 

high-performance out-of-order instruction schedule. As processor pipelines become 

wider (to fetch/execute more instructions per cycle) and deeper (to increase clock 

frequency), larger scheduling windows are needed to expose more instructions to the 

dynamic scheduler. For example, the Pentium 4 fetches 3 micro-ops per cycle and has 
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more than 20 pipeline stages. To support such a wide and deep pipeline, the 

microarchitecture supports as many as 126 in-flight instructions in the scheduling 

window. Statically deriving the WCET requires examining a corresponding scheduling 

window in software, and anticipating the worst-case schedule that would be formed 

dynamically by the processor. 

The run-time schedule can be deduced easily, a priori, if there is no variable 

control-flow and no variable or unknown latencies. In the absence of variable control-

flow, there is only one path of dynamic instructions, hence only one schedule. On the 

other hand, variable control-flow increases the number of possible paths through the 

program, which causes a corresponding increase in the number of possible execution 

schedules. Each additional branch doubles the number of paths and the number of 

possible schedules. Returning to the Pentium 4 example, assuming a branch every 8 

instructions, we can have as many as 16 branches in the window. Worst-case timing 

analysis has to consider 216 (65,536) possible execution schedules in this case. As each 

new processor generation supports successively larger windows, timing analysis becomes 

intractable. 

Deriving the WCET for an entire program is an even harder proposition. 

Analyzing the program as a whole is not as simple as sub-dividing the program into 

discrete scheduling windows, deriving corresponding sub-WCETs, and then composing 

an overall WCET from sub-WCETs. A naïve concatenation of sub-WCETs is 

inconsistent with the fact that a hardware scheduling window continuously shifts through 

the dynamic instruction stream. The only way to truly capture the performance of an out-
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of-order, continuous-window processor is to enumerate every possible execution 

schedule through the entire program. 

I propose two techniques that attack the problem of analyzing variable control-

flow on an out-of-order pipeline. Both techniques try to limit the number of execution 

schedules that must be examined by timing analysis.  

The first technique, called Repeatable Execution Constraints for Out-of-Order 

(RECORDER), takes an extreme approach by specifying two constraints that guarantee 

the total elimination of variable control-flow and its implied data-flow variations. 

Meeting RECORDER constraints yields a single input-independent execution schedule, 

common to all program runs. Simple simulation with randomly generated inputs, or even 

static analysis, can be used to derive this execution schedule and hence the WCET.  

The second technique, called Drain and Branch (DNB), simplifies timing analysis 

by insulating a branch region from instructions before and after the branch region. Now, 

the two paths of a branch can be analyzed in isolation, without having to account for 

overlap of instructions from before and after the branch region. By limiting overlap, this 

approach naturally restricts the number of possible execution schedules, simplifying 

timing analysis. Note that DNB restricts overlap only across branch regions. Instructions 

that are within the branch region can still execute out-of-order.  

Also, DNB and RECORDER are complementary techniques. A careful mixture of 

RECORDER and DNB can offset each other’s deficiencies and yield high quality 

WCETs. 
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1.4.1. Repeatable execution constraints for out-of-order (RECORDER) 

I propose a strict set of constraints, called Repeatable Execution Constraints for 

out-of-ORDER (RECORDER), which facilitates easy timing analysis of a program on an 

out-of-order pipeline, by ensuring a single execution time that is independent of the 

program’s input. The key idea is to eliminate variable control-flow and data-flow caused 

by input-dependent branches, yielding a single execution schedule that does not depend 

on program inputs. In turn, WCET can be derived by simple simulation with randomly 

generated program inputs. 

Eliminating only control-flow for tractable timing analysis was first proposed by 

Puschner and Burns in the Single-Path Architecture [47][30], but their technique is not 

sufficient for an out-of-order pipeline as they do not eliminate variable data-flow arising 

from control-flow. They used conventional if-conversion (predication). Predication 

converts input-dependent control-flow into input dependent data-flow. Executing both 

paths of a branch yields multiple potential producer instructions of a value. Ambiguity in 

who produces the value is referred to as input-dependent dataflow in this dissertation. 

There may be a later consumer instruction, after the predicated block, that depends on 

this value. It is now ambiguous as to when the consumer executes because it depends on 

which producer is the true producer and when that producer executes (assuming predicate 

is known first). Thus, input-dependent data-flow can cause variations in execution time 

and has to be accounted for by timing analysis. Unfortunately, analyzing input-dependent 

data-flow is just as complex as analyzing input-dependent control-flow.  

RECORDER specifies two constraints that, when met, guarantee a single input-

independent execution schedule. The first RECORDER constraint stipulates that the 
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number of dynamic instances of an instruction must be constant across program runs, 

independent of the program’s input. This can be implemented by predicated execution, 

i.e., executing both paths of a predicated branch and using the results of the correct-path 

instructions and discarding the results of the wrong-path instructions. This constraint is 

similar to the single-path architecture.  

The second constraint requires that a dynamic instance of an instruction execute at 

the same instant of time across different program runs, again independent of the 

program’s input. This constraint ensures that execution time is not affected by any input-

dependent data-flow. This is achieved by issuing/executing a dependent instruction only 

after all potential producer instructions have executed, effectively eliminating any timing 

variations due to input-dependent data-flow.  

RECORDER guarantees a single execution time that is independent of the 

program’s input, and this execution time is both the actual execution time and the worst-

case execution time. Using RECORDER, the execution time of a program can be 

recorded once using arbitrary (random) inputs and this does not change across program 

runs. The uniqueness of RECORDER lies in the fact that it allows instructions to execute 

out-of-order within a program, while guaranteeing that a specific dynamic instance of an 

instruction executes at the same time across different program runs, independent of the 

program’s inputs.  

Note that RECORDER is only a set of constraints and there may be multiple ways 

to implement these constraints. I show that a previously proposed predication technique 

for out-of-order pipelines, called phi-predication [67], automatically satisfies 

RECORDER constraints. Phi-predication requires ISA and hardware support in the form 
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of phi instructions and predicate registers. Then, I propose a novel, all-software 

RECORDER implementation (no special ISA/hardware support) that converts branches 

into a mask computation and uses “logical AND” and “logical OR” instructions to mimic 

phi instructions (logically a MUX).  

Note that RECORDER can allow whole programs to be analyzed in the context of 

a complex pipeline. This suggests that RECORDER does not require the reconfigurable 

AMP. However, for some program segments, it is not possible to satisfy RECORDER 

constraints. For example, it is not possible to predicate a branch with a function call 

embedded in one of its paths. In other cases, satisfying RECORDER constraints may 

inflate the WCET compared to WCET on a simple pipeline, defeating the purpose of 

using a high-performance pipeline. For example, to satisfy the first RECORDER 

constraint, instructions from both paths of a branch must be executed always, irrespective 

of whether the branch is taken or not. This may degrade performance due to resource 

contention from wrong-path instructions. To address problems with RECORDER, I 

propose a combination of NUPA and RECORDER. The idea is to use RECORDER for a 

program segment only if its WCET on the complex mode is less than the corresponding 

WCET on the simple mode. The better policy is selected accordingly: simulation of 

RECORDER version on complex mode vs. conventional static timing analysis of non-

RECORDER version on simple mode. Other factors may also be weighed in the policy 

decision, such as power consumption or feasibility of meeting RECORDER constraints. 

Figure 1-5 (a) illustrates the NUPA framework. In vanilla NUPA, program 

segments with a single control-flow path are analyzed for the complex mode (shown in 

orange), while other segments with multiple control-flow paths are analyzed for the 
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simple mode (shown in blue). Figure 1-5 (b) shows a combined NUPA-RECORDER 

framework. Recall that RECORDER allows program segments with multiple control-

flow paths to be analyzed for the complex mode. As a result, we see that the fraction of 

the program analyzed for the complex mode (shown in orange) is larger compared to the 

vanilla NUPA case shown in Figure 1-5 (a). A subtle point is that program segments with 

a single control-flow path automatically satisfy RECORDER constraints. So, I classify 

these as RECORDER segments in the figure. Thus, RECORDER improves NUPA 

performance by allowing more program segments to be analyzed for the complex mode. 

At the same time, NUPA ensures that RECORDER is only applied when it is beneficial, 

i.e., only for branches that reduce WCET when predicated and not for branches that 

inflate WCET when predicated. 
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Figure 1-5. (a) NUPA framework, (b) NUPA-RECORDER framework, (c) A combined 
NUPA-VISA-RECORDER framework. 

 

Finally, all three techniques, VISA, NUPA, and RECORDER, can be used in 

combination as shown in Figure 1-5 (c). Some program segments are analyzed for the 

complex mode of the AMP using RECORDER, and other program segments are analyzed 

for the simple mode. Program segments that are analyzed for the simple mode can be 
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speculatively attempted on the complex mode of the AMP with the VISA protection 

mechanisms turned on (as shown in Figure 1-5 (c)). 

Note that this technique of using complex with RECORDER for some program 

segments, and the simple mode for other program segments, requires a reconfigurable 

AMP. 

1.4.2. Drain and branch (DNB) 

RECORDER allows analysis of programs in the context of an out-of-order 

pipeline by phi-predicating input-dependent branches (i.e., eliminating variable control-

flow and data-flow) to create a single execution schedule. While this approach simplifies 

timing analysis, executing both paths of a branch and delaying variable data-flow may 

artificially inflate the WCET, especially for branches with large control-dependent 

regions (long branch paths). By predicating a branch, both paths of the branch contribute 

to the WCET. On the other hand, if the branch was not predicated, then only one path 

(i.e., the longer of the two branch paths) would be included in the WCET. However, 

analyzing the un-predicated branch is very complicated because each path of the branch 

has to be analyzed assuming that its instructions can overlap with instructions from any 

possible control-flow paths before the branch region, and any possible control-flow paths 

after the branch region. This causes an explosion in the number of execution schedules to 

be examined.  

I propose a new technique, called Drain and Branch (DNB), that enables easy 

timing analysis of program segments with arbitrary control-flow on a complex out-of-

order pipeline, by completely eliminating overlap across different branch regions. The 
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key idea is to insulate instructions in a branch’s control-dependent region from the effects 

of instructions before and after the branch region. That is, DNB ensures that instructions 

in a branch’s control-dependent region are not affected by the execution of instructions 

before and after the branch region. Now, the branch region can be analyzed in isolation 

without having to account for overlap from instructions before and after the region. By 

restricting overlap, DNB limits the number of execution schedules to be examined by 

timing analysis. In fact, the number of execution schedules to be examined for a DNB-

type branch is equal to the number of its control-dependent paths and is not dependent on 

the number of paths before and after the branch. The largest execution time among the 

different control-dependent paths of a DNB-type branch is chosen as the WCET for that 

branch region. The overall task WCET is the sum of the WCETs of the individual branch 

regions.  

At run-time, special instructions, called drain-and-branch (DNB) instructions 

explicitly drain the pipeline at the beginning and end of the branch region. At the 

beginning of the branch region, the branch instruction is replaced by a DNB instruction 

that has the same target as the branch. As soon as the DNB instruction is fetched, the 

fetch unit is disabled (i.e., no new instructions are fetched after the DNB instruction). 

When the DNB instruction is retired (i.e., at the head of the reorder buffer), the pipeline is 

empty since no new instructions have been fetched after the DNB instruction. Now, the 

instruction fetch unit is enabled and it starts fetching new instructions down the correct 

path. Since the pipeline is empty, these new instructions cannot be stalled by older 

instructions from before the branch. At the end of the branch’s control-dependent region, 

a second DNB instruction drains the pipeline, ensuring that no new instructions from 
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after the branch’s control-dependent region are fetched. The second DNB instruction 

does not have a target since it does not redirect control-flow – it is only responsible for 

draining the pipeline. Accordingly, when this DNB instruction is retired, the fetch unit 

fetches the next sequential instruction. Note that the penalty of draining the pipeline at 

the start and end of each branch region has to be accounted for in the overall WCET.  

While DNB greatly simplifies timing analysis of tasks on an out-of-order pipeline, 

DNB may inflate overall tasks’ WCETs due to the overhead of draining the pipeline at 

every branch. For branches with long control-dependent regions, the reduction in WCET 

of the branch region yielded by out-of-order execution, with respect to WCET on a 

simple in-order pipeline, may justify pipeline draining overheads. However, for branches 

with small control-dependent regions, the amount of parallelism present in the control-

dependent region may not be sufficient to offset the overhead of draining the pipeline. I 

propose two options for dealing with branches, for which DNB is not favorable. 

The first option is to use DNB in combination with NUPA. Branch regions that 

inflate the task’s overall WCET when analyzed using DNB, can instead be analyzed for 

the simple mode of the AMP via conventional timing analysis. Figure 1-6 (a) illustrates 

this framework, where some portions of the task are analyzed for the complex mode of 

the AMP using DNB (shown in orange) and other portions are analyzed for the simple 

mode (shown in blue). Note that DNB allows more program segments to be analyzed for 

the complex mode of the AMP compared to vanilla NUPA where only program segments 

with a single control-flow path are analyzed for the complex mode.  
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The second and more interesting option is to use DNB and RECORDER in 

combination. These two techniques complement each other nicely. Branches with small 

control-dependent regions are not good candidates for DNB. On the other hand, phi-

predicating these branches may not be very expensive. So, branches with small control-

dependent regions can be analyzed using RECORDER. Conversely, branches with large 

control-dependent regions are not suitable for RECORDER because phi-predicating these 

branches results in executing a large number of wrong-path instructions. On the other 

hand, these branches are ideally suited for the DNB technique since their large control-

dependent regions can more than offset the penalty of draining the pipeline. Branches 

with varying path lengths (one path is long and the other path is short) are analyzed using 

both DNB and RECORDER and the technique that yields the lower WCET is chosen. 

Intuition tells us that the innermost nested branches will be analyzed via RECORDER 

and DNB will be used as we proceed towards outermost branches.  

The combined DNB-RECORDER framework addresses deficiencies of both DNB 

and RECORDER. RECORDER can be used to improve the performance of DNB by 

creating large branch regions by predicating nested branches, allowing instructions from 

multiple branch regions to execute out-of-order. On the other hand, branches that inflate 

the WCET because of predication and branch regions that cannot satisfy RECORDER 

constraints can now be analyzed on the out-of-order pipeline via DNB.  

In fact, the combined DNB-RECORDER technique does not require the 

reconfigurable AMP since the entire program can now be analyzed on the complex 

pipeline, as shown in Figure 1-6 (b). I demonstrate proof-of-concept of the combined 

DNB-RECORDER technique using the adpcm benchmark from the C-lab benchmark 
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suite [45]. DNB-RECORDER yields a 35% reduction in WCET on a 4-way superscalar 

out-of-order processor compared to a scalar in-order processor. 
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Figure 1-6. (a) NUPA-DNB framework. (b) A combined DNB-RECORDER 
technique for analyzing out-of-order pipelines. 

1.5. Putting it all together: An AMP-based high-performance hard-
real-time system 

In the discussion so far, I introduced the reconfigurable AMP, two timing analysis 

frameworks (VISA and NUPA), and two timing analysis techniques for out-of-order 

pipelines (RECORDER and DNB). I also discussed the advantages of pairwise 

combining these techniques. In this section, I am going to describe how of all these 

techniques can be used in combination to yield a high-performance hard-real-time 

system. 

The AMP provides a flexible substrate that allows different timing analysis 

frameworks (VISA and NUPA) and techniques (RECORDER and DNB) to be 

seamlessly combined to build a high-performance hard-real-time system. The two 

analysis frameworks, VISA and NUPA, “manage” the AMP, enabling and disabling 

different features to ensure overall system safety and achieve a low WCET. The NUPA 
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framework tries to match each segment of a program to a pipeline model and timing 

analysis technique that is most suited for that program segment, in terms of efficient 

analysis and a tight WCET. Accordingly, some program segments are analyzed for the 

complex mode via RECORDER or DNB (shown in orange in Figure 1-7), while other 

program segments are analyzed for the simple mode via conventional static timing 

analysis (shown in blue in Figure 1-7). Moreover, program segments that are analyzed for 

the simple mode can be speculatively attempted in the complex mode with the VISA 

protection mechanisms turned on.  
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(simple) WCET (complex)

VISA RECORDERDNB

 

Figure 1-7. The versatile AMP enables a variety of techniques, all of which can work 
in combination, to allow complex microarchitectural features to be safely included 
in hard-real-time systems. 

1.6. Contributions 

In this thesis, I make nine major contributions, outlined below.  

Analysis-managed processor. I propose a reconfigurable processor, called the Analysis 

Managed Processor (AMP), that provides complete control over its microarchitectural 

features. The AMP provides the means to enable complex microarchitecture features if 

benefits can be derived and if overall safety can be assured. Conversely, these features 

can be disabled if no benefits are derived or if safety cannot be assured. 
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Virtual Simple Architecture. I describe the basic components of the VISA framework. 

This includes the VISA timing analysis, VISA-compliant AMP, and run-time framework 

for checking. I propose two checking mechanisms, (1) sub-task-based checking and (2) 

instruction-based checking. 

Understanding VISA, limitations, and overheads. I provide key insight about the purpose 

of the VISA framework. Also, I identify some fundamental limitations of the VISA 

framework such as the inability to improve worst-case schedulability. Also, I describe 

sources of schedule overhead due to the new approach. I propose an intuitive and 

systematic approach for computing and budgeting the overhead. 

Eliminating VISA overheads. I propose an alternative VISA speculation approach, called 

dynamic headstart accrual, that eliminates the speculation overhead. The key idea is to 

exploit naturally occurring dynamic slack to enable speculation, as opposed to explicitly 

budgeting the speculation overhead in the WCET. 

Demonstrating VISA benefits. The VISA framework generates large amounts of dynamic 

slack that can be exploited to (1) reduce frequency/voltage for power/energy savings, or 

(2) increase throughput of sporadic hard-real-time, soft-real-time, and non-real-time 

tasks, or (3) enable time-redundant task execution for fault tolerance. The benefits of the 

VISA framework are shown in the following key results. 

• I show that the VISA framework consumes 30% to 37% less energy for 10 real-

time task-sets compared to an explicitly-safe simple processor. These results 

account for the intrinsic power disparity between the AMP and the explicitly-safe 

simple processor baseline, using rigorous power/cycle time characterization. 
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• I show that the VISA framework is transparent to DVS schedulers (and all 

software layers in general, due to preserving the WCET task abstraction) and can 

be used with arbitrary DVS schedulers. I demonstrate this by using the VISA 

framework with two different DVS schemes. 

• I show that the VISA framework can improve the throughput of sporadic hard-

real-time tasks and soft-real-time tasks. For example, an AMP in the VISA 

framework accepts 2.4 to 16 times more sporadic tasks than an explicitly-safe 

simple processor, without compromising safety of base periodic hard-real-time 

tasks.  

Extending frequency speculation to multiple tasks. The VISA framework yields large 

amounts of slack. In the course of my research, I found that previously proposed DVS 

schemes do not efficiently exploit this slack. I propose an extension to a DVS scheme 

called frequency speculation, to work in the context of multi-tasking hard-real-time 

systems. I show that the adapted DVS scheme performs better than the well-known look-

ahead EDF-DVS scheme in the context of the VISA framework. 

Non-uniform program analysis. I propose a novel timing analysis approach that exploits 

high-performance microarchitectural features to reduce the WCET. The key idea is to 

analyze different segments of a program differently, including using multiple different 

pipeline models. Segments that can benefit from complex features to reduce the WCET 

are analyzed for the complex mode and other segments are analyzed for the simple mode. 

I describe an example NUPA framework, where I use control-flow as the basis for the 

variable analysis. Program segments with a single control-flow path are analyzed for the 
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complex mode and program segments with multiple control-flow paths are analyzed for 

the simple mode. I also describe the limitations and overheads due to NUPA.   

Repeatable Execution Constraints for Out-of-ORDER. I propose a set of constraints that 

enables analysis of program segments with arbitrarily complex control-flow on an out-of-

order processor. I extend the single-path architecture to be safely used for out-of-order 

processors. I show how a previously proposed technique called phi-predication already 

meets these constraints. I identify the limitations of RECORDER and propose a 

combined NUPA-RECORDER technique that can eliminate the limitations of both 

NUPA and RECORDER.  

All-software RECORDER implementation. I propose an all-software implementation of 

the RECORDER technique. I propose a novel software-only technique using “logical 

AND” and “logical OR” instructions to implement the phi (select) instruction provided 

by phi-predication. Also, I propose a novel software-only technique to implement 

conditional store instructions.  

A simple timing analysis strategy for out-of-order pipelines. My final contribution is a 

simple timing analysis strategy to analyze programs with arbitrary control-flow on an 

out-of-order pipeline. First, I propose the drain and branch (DNB) instruction, which 

implements a simplified version of a previously proposed technique called instruction-

flow regulation. Second, I propose a combination of RECORDER and DNB that allows 

programs with arbitrary control-flow to be easily analyzed (using static analysis or 

simulation) on an out-of-order pipeline. RECORDER and DNB complement each other, 

by matching the best technique to short and long branch regions, respectively.  
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1.7. Thesis organization 

In Chapter 2, I provide a brief introduction to real-time systems. Related work is 

discussed in Chapter 3.  

I describe the Virtual Simple Architecture in detail in Chapter 4. I present a 

sample VISA specification and describe the VISA run-time framework. The VISA run-

time framework includes different techniques for budgeting the headstart amounts and 

different checking mechanisms to gauge progress on the complex mode. I also describe 

two different applications of the VISA framework. First, I show how VISA can be used 

in conjunction with unmodified DVS to greatly reduce power/energy consumption. 

Second, I show the throughput benefits yielded by the VISA framework for sporadic 

hard-real-time tasks, soft-real-time tasks, and non-real-time tasks. I briefly touch upon the 

fault tolerance aspects of the VISA framework.  

In Chapter 5, I elaborate on non-uniform program analysis (NUPA). I describe an 

example NUPA framework and show how a program can be analyzed differently based 

on the nature of control-flow. I present results for task-set-level NUPA where different 

tasks in a task-set are analyzed for different pipeline modes.   

In Chapter 6, I describe the two timing analysis techniques, DNB and 

RECORDER, that allow program segments with variable control-flow to be analyzed on 

an out-of-order pipeline. I also describe the limitations of both DNB and RECORDER 

and describe how the two techniques can be used in combination to efficiently analyze 

programs on an out-of-order pipeline. 
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I summarize the contributions of this dissertation in Chapter 7 and describe some 

very interesting future research directions in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2 Real-Time Systems Primer 

A real-time embedded system is characterized by a collection of tasks (called a 

task-set), where each task is expected to complete before a certain time, called the 

deadline. There are two major types of real-time tasks based on the criticality of meeting 

task deadlines – (1) hard-real-time tasks and (2) soft-real-time tasks. A hard-real-time 

task is expected to meet its deadlines 100% of the time. A hard-real-time task missing its 

deadline can lead to disastrous consequences. Examples of hard-real-time systems 

include avionics, automobile systems, etc. On the other hand, deadline misses in soft-

real-time systems can be tolerated. A soft-real-time task missing its deadline typically 

manifests itself as a loss in the quality of service. Examples of soft-real-time tasks 

include streaming audio and video applications. A typical real-time system is composed 

of a mix of hard-real-time, soft-real-time, and non-real-time tasks. We refer to these 

mixed systems as safe-real-time systems.  

Real-time tasks can be further classified based on their arrival pattern. Some tasks 

arrive at a fixed pre-specified rate. The time between successive invocations is called the 

period. Tasks with a fixed period are called periodic tasks. Other tasks without a fixed 

time interval between invocations are called aperiodic tasks. Some other tasks do not 

have a period at all. They are invoked in response to certain events. These tasks are called 

sporadic tasks. Although sporadic tasks do not have a period, they still have hard-real-
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time deadlines. An added facet of sporadic tasks is that it is acceptable to drop (i.e., not 

start) a sporadic task if its deadline cannot be guaranteed. 

In this dissertation, we primarily deal with periodic hard-real-time systems. In a 

system with periodic hard-real-time tasks, schedulability analysis is done beforehand to 

determine whether or not all of the tasks can be executed concurrently on the processor, 

always adhering to the periodicity of each task. Since tasks repeat indefinitely and at 

different rates, schedulability analysis is based on a utilization test. Utilization of a task is 

the fraction of time that the processor spends executing the task. In the worst case, the 

utilization of a task i is simply its worst-case execution time (WCET) divided by its 

period: Ui = WCETi / periodi. The example in Figure 2-1 shows two tasks A and B with 

worst-case utilizations of 1/3 (WCETA = 1 unit, periodA = 3 units) and 1/4 (WCETB = 1 

unit, periodB = 4 units), respectively. Task release points indicate when the next instance 

of a task is queued by the scheduler and occur at constant intervals equal to the period. 

The total utilization of a task-set is the sum of individual task utilizations, and must be 

less than 1 for the task-set to be schedulable under worst-case conditions, assuming 

earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduling. The task-set in Figure 2-1 is schedulable since 

its total utilization is 7/12 < 1. 

 

time 

WCETA = 1, WCETB = 1 

periodA = 3 

A1 B1 A2 B2 A3 B3 A4 A5 
Task A 
release 

Task B 
release periodB = 4  
Figure 2-1. Example showing two periodic hard-real-time tasks. 
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Note that aperiodic and sporadic tasks are not accounted for in the schedulability 

analysis. This is because the utilization of these tasks is not constant and varies over time. 

As a result, it is very difficult to a priori guarantee deadlines for aperiodic and sporadic 

tasks. While this is not a problem for aperiodic tasks because most aperiodic tasks are 

soft-real-time in nature, sporadic tasks have to be handled. I mentioned that it is 

acceptable to not start a sporadic task if its deadline cannot be guaranteed. Accordingly, 

sporadic tasks are accepted dynamically based on an online acceptance test. When a 

sporadic task is released, the scheduler checks to see if there is sufficient time in the 

schedule to finish the sporadic task before its deadline, while budgeting enough time to 

complete all pending and future instances of periodic tasks and previously accepted 

sporadic tasks that have not yet completed. If sufficient time is available, the newly 

released sporadic task is accepted.  

In this dissertation, our real-time task model uses the earliest-deadline-first 

scheduling policy. Nonetheless, since all of our novel timing analysis techniques preserve 

the WCET abstraction of tasks, any scheduling policy based on WCET tests could be 

used Task deadlines are set to be equal to the tasks’ periods, a common assumption for 

tractable schedulability analysis. Also, I assume that tasks are released exactly at their 

release points, without any jitter.  
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Chapter 3 Related Work 

3.1. Worst-case timing analysis  

Scheduling theory for hard-real-time systems, such as rate-monotone scheduling 

(RMS) and earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduling, relies on known WCET bounds for 

tasks [54][55][21].  

Over the past decade, various research groups have investigated static approaches 

for bounding WCETs of real-time programs. Static analysis has been extended from un-

optimized programs on simple CISC processors  [56][32][29][27] to optimized programs 

on pipelined RISC processors [13][42][20][57][36], and from uncached architectures to 

architectures with instruction caches [4][25][57][19][18] and data caches 

[12][17][19][33][39][40][38]. Lundqvist and Stenstrom modified an architectural 

simulator to determine WCET bounds by considering alternate execution paths in parallel 

(instead of following a trace) combined with pruning techniques to reduce the search 

space [22].  More recent work is taking a probabilistic approach to provide certainty 

levels of the WCET based on a sample of observed executions supported by the pWCET 

tool [58]. 

For modern architectures, bounds on a task’s WCET are increasingly difficult to 

obtain as the complexity of architectures increases [11]. As a result, simplicity is often 

cited as a prerequisite for safe-real-time systems [7][10][26][31].  
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As improved timing analysis techniques, that can analyze increasingly complex 

features, emerge, we can include complex features in the simple mode of the AMP. 

While we expect continued success in extending timing analysis to increasingly complex 

processors, this effort will always lag behind microprocessor technology. The AMP, and 

the new timing analysis approaches it enables, may expedite the use of complex features 

in safe systems, at the same time fully leveraging the significant investment in timing 

analysis tools. For example, a recent technique attempts to bound the number of branch 

mispredictions for two-level dynamic predictors [24]. This analysis technique can safely 

configure the AMP to include a two-level dynamic branch predictor in the simple mode.  

3.2. Architectural support for real-time systems 

It has been noted that complex architectural features are allowable as long as they 

are disabled based on analyzability requirements [7][11]. This was proposed in the 

context of mixed task systems consisting of hard-real-time and non-real-time tasks. Since 

non-real-time tasks do not require WCETs, complex components can be enabled for non-

real-time tasks, but these complex components had to be disabled at the onset of hard-

real-time tasks.  

While both VISA [1][2][3]and NUPA [68][69] also involve disabling complexity, 

they do not disable complexity at the onset of hard-real-time tasks. VISA and NUPA 

allow hard-real-time tasks to exploit complex microarchitecture components. They only 

disable complexity when it becomes problematic. In VISA, the complex mode is disabled 

when the interim progress of the task is jeopardized in the complex mode. In fact, this 

aspect is rarely used in VISA since the complex mode is usually safe although it cannot 
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be statically proven. In NUPA, complex components are disabled at various times within 

a task, when they cannot be safely or efficiently handled by timing analysis, but they are 

not disabled for the whole task.  

Cache partitioning was proposed to separate the cache footprint of each real-time 

task [59]. Subsequently, software partitioning schemes of caches were studied [60][61]. 

The above techniques are static and do not allow components to be enabled and disabled 

as needed. For example, a task is limited to a certain cache size and the cache partition 

allotted to a task cannot be dynamically changed at run-time. Doing so would require 

timing analysis to explicitly analyze the larger cache. On the other hand, the AMP offers 

maximum flexibility because it allows its components to be enabled and disabled both 

speculatively (using VISA) and non-speculatively (using NUPA). 

Jain, Hughes, and Adve [15] provide the first (and extensive) study of soft real-

time scheduling on SMT processors, pointing out the unique opportunities and challenges 

in this new setting. They divide the problem into two sub-problems, co-scheduling 

(which tasks to run simultaneously) and resource sharing (how to share resources among 

co-scheduled tasks). Key factors in achieving schedulability include prioritization of 

high-utilization tasks and exploitation of symbiosis. They only consider soft-real-time 

tasks and consequently consider a task-set to be schedulable even if some fraction (5%) 

of deadlines are missed. In contrast, we consider mixed systems composed of both hard-

real-time and soft-real-time tasks, where the novelty is in improving throughput of soft-

real-time tasks by speculatively undermining the safety of hard-real-time tasks, and 

ultimately guaranteeing the safe completion of the latter via the VISA safety 

mechanisms. 
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Cazorla et. al [70] proposed architectural support for real-time tasks in SMT 

processors. The key idea is to reserve a minimum amount of the SMT processor’s 

resources for the time-critical thread, to ensure that it meets its deadline. The remaining 

resources are assigned to other non-real-time threads. A key limitation of this approach is 

that the underlying SMT processor’s resources are not completely partitioned, leaving 

some residual sharing of resources between the time-critical and non-critical tasks. 

Contention for these shared resources may result in missed deadlines. The VISA 

framework also allows hard-real-time tasks and non-real-time tasks to be simultaneously 

executed on an AMP that supports SMT. In addition, VISA truly guarantees the hard-

real-time task’s deadline by continuously monitoring its progress and completely 

disabling SMT at the earliest warning sign that a deadline could be missed.  

3.3. Simulation-based timing analysis techniques 

Hybrid timing analysis approaches have been previously proposed, where 

different segments of a program are analyzed using different timing analysis techniques. 

Symbolic hybrid timing analysis (SYMTA), proposed by Ernst and Ye [46], is one such 

approach. In SYMTA, a program is divided into single-feasible-paths (SFPs) and 

multiple-feasible-paths (MFPs). Simulation is used to estimate WCETs for SFPs and 

conventional static analysis is used to estimate WCETs for MFPs. NUPA and SYMTA 

both use hybrid analysis. However, SYMTA only works with simple processors because 

it is constrained to a single pipeline model. On the other hand, NUPA matches hybrid 

analysis to a hybrid pipeline underneath, thus exploiting the performance of a complex 
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mode for SFPs via simulation, while still enabling efficient static analysis of MFPs on a 

simple mode.  

The Single-Path Architecture [47], proposed by Puschner and Burns, is closely 

related to RECORDER [69]. In the single-path architecture, variable control-flow is 

removed by if-conversion [48].  The idea is to force a single execution path through the 

program and use simulation to derive the WCET. The single-path architecture implicitly 

assumes that instructions are executed in strict program order. This assumption does not 

hold in an out-of-order pipeline. Due to out-of-order execution, a value guarded by a 

predicated branch may be forwarded at different times depending on when the candidate 

producer instructions complete and when the predicate is computed, leading to variation 

in execution time. As a result, the single-path architecture cannot guarantee a single 

execution time on an out-of-order pipeline (in spite of ensuring a single path through the 

program). We demonstrate the problem with the single-path architecture on an out-of-

order pipeline, using the same example provided in their paper, shown below. 

1. r1 = expr1; 
2. r2 = expr2; 
3. test cond; 
4. movt rr, r1; 
5. movf rr, r2; 

Assume that instruction 3 is executed first (i.e., cond is evaluated first), followed by 

instruction 2 (r2 is computed second), and then instruction 1 executes (r1 is computed 

last). Based on the outcome of cond, only one of the two mov instructions (inst. 4 or inst. 

5) actually writes into register rr. (Note that the destination registers (rr) of inst. 4 and 

inst. 5 must be renamed to the same physical register to ensure that later consumers of rr 

get the correct value.) If cond is false, inst. 5 executes as soon as r2 is computed. Later 
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instructions that consume rr can now execute without having to wait for r1 to be 

computed. Similarly, if cond is true, inst. 4 executes, writing the value of r1 into rr. Later 

instructions that consume rr can now execute without having to wait for r2. Summing up, 

later dependent instructions may execute at different times based on the outcome of cond 

and when r1 and r2 are computed. There can be variations in execution time even with a 

single path, depending on the outcome of inst. 3 (i.e., cond).  

Moreover, it is difficult or impossible to employ if-conversion in certain scenarios 

(for example, function calls in branch paths). It might be impossible to convert a whole 

program into a single path. Finally, whole-program if-conversion may also result in 

inflated WCETs and high power consumption. RECORDER also has the above issues. 

Nonetheless, NUPA permits us to opt out of the complex mode when phi-predication is 

difficult or not beneficial and allows us to revert to the simple mode instead.  

3.4. Timing analysis of out-of-order pipelines 

Timing analysis of out-of-order processors has been extensively researched in 

recent years. Lundqvist and Stenstrom explained the difficulties in analyzing an out-of-

order processor [63]. They showed how a cache miss could result in a shorter execution 

time than a cache hit due to dynamic out-of-order scheduling of instructions. Sainrat 

explains the difficulties in analyzing a processor which includes branch prediction, 

caches, and dynamic scheduling [64]. 

Recently, two different groups have proposed techniques to analyze a complex 

processor with out-of-order execution. Li, Roychoudhury, and Mitra propose a technique 

to analyze out-of-order pipelines in which they look at how instructions in a basic block 
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are affected by instructions in the preceding and successive basic blocks [65]. While this 

technique works for processors with small issue queues (4 to 8 entries), this technique is 

extremely complex for processors with a reasonably sized issue queue (32 to 64 entries) 

because the number of basic blocks that can overlap greatly increases with the issue 

queue size. As more basic blocks overlap, the number of possible combinations of 

overlapping basic blocks grows rapidly. 

Alternatively, Sainrat and Rochange proposed a technique called instruction-flow 

regulation that allows out-of-order processors to be easily analyzed [62]. Their approach 

is to eliminate any overlap across basic blocks by stalling fetching of a new basic block 

until all the instructions in the previously fetched basic block are scheduled. This way, 

instructions in a basic block are not affected by instructions in preceding or successive 

basic blocks. Each basic block can now be analyzed in isolation and the overall WCET 

can be easily composed by summing the WCETs of the individual basic blocks. The 

downside of this scheme is that only instructions within a basic block can execute out-of-

order, while instructions across basic blocks cannot execute out-of-order. As a result, this 

technique does not exploit the full potential of an out-of-order pipeline.  

The drain and branch (DNB) technique proposed in this dissertation is inspired by 

the instruction-flow regulation technique. DNB suffers from the same problem as 

instruction-flow regulation if it is applied to every branch in a program. To address this 

problem, we propose using DNB in combination with RECORDER. RECORDER is used 

to merge multiple smaller branch regions and create larger branch regions. We then apply 

DNB in the context of these larger branch regions. This combined DNB-RECORDER 
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strategy allows instructions from multiple basic blocks to overlap (but with easy analysis 

due to RECORDER), allowing us to better exploit an out-of-order pipeline.  

3.5. Dynamic voltage scaling 

Related work on DVS scheduling for hard real-time systems has demonstrated 

significant energy savings for time-constrained embedded systems 

[6][43][34][28][16][35]. These techniques generally are variations on slack reclamation 

schemes ranging from static to dynamic analysis schemes, with sources of slack 

originating from idle, inter-task savings (early completion), and intra-task savings (early 

sub-task completion). I integrated the lookahead EDF-DVS scheme proposed by Pillai 

and Shin [28] into the VISA framework, with no modifications to the DVS scheme, 

demonstrating the transparent nature of the VISA framework. Also, I extended frequency 

speculation, initially proposed by Rotenberg [34] for single-task systems, to work in 

multi-tasking systems. I also showed how frequency speculation can yield significant 

power savings via the VISA framework. 

Hughes, Srinivasan, and Adve [14] explore the energy-savings potential of 

architectural adaptations and DVS, separately and in combination. One of their key 

results is that complex microarchitectures are often more energy-efficient than simpler 

microarchitectures in the context of DVS, because the same performance can be achieved 

with lower frequency. Their work is a motivating factor for exploiting dynamic slack for 

power savings in this dissertation.  
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3.6. Relation to microarchitectural techniques in general-purpose 
systems 

In VISA, timeliness is verified dynamically which allows critical tasks to run 

safely on what are considered to be unsafe components. This approach is analogous to the 

DIVA verification paradigm [5], in which proving correctness of a complex 

microarchitecture is avoided by dynamically confirming equivalence between the 

complex microarchitecture and a verified checker pipeline. In our case, we dynamically 

verify timeliness instead of functionality. As such, the simple mode of operation is a 

subset of the complex pipeline rather than a dedicated processor. 

Complexity-adaptive processors (CAPs) have been proposed in the context of 

general-purpose systems [71][72]. These processors allow dynamic resizing of structures 

for managing performance (smaller structures allow faster clock rates) and power 

(smaller structures consume less power). The AMP is similar to CAPs in that it provides 

the ability to manipulate its components at run-time. Rather than resizing structures, the 

AMP takes a fundamentally different approach of enabling/disabling features entirely. 

This highlights the different application of complexity adaptation, namely, safely 

allowing complexity in real-time systems. 
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Chapter 4 Virtual Simple Architecture 

The key idea behind the Virtual Simple Architecture (VISA) is that the pipeline 

model used for timing analysis does not have to literally match the physical run-time 

pipeline. If the physical run-time pipeline is too complex and cannot be safely analyzed, 

timing analysis can use a simple pipeline model as a proxy for the complex run-time 

pipeline to derive the WCET. While the complex pipeline is expected to perform better 

than the simple proxy, thanks to its high-performance features, we cannot statically prove 

that the complex pipeline will always perform better than the simple proxy. It is possible 

that some anomalous scenario can cause the complex pipeline to perform worse than the 

simple proxy. So, we need a means to ensure that the tasks’ WCETs, derived using the 

simple proxy, are never exceeded on the complex pipeline, to ensure overall system 

safety. According to VISA, if the unanalyzable complex pipeline provides a means to 

ensure that tasks’ WCETs – derived using a simple proxy – are never exceeded, the 

complex pipeline can be safely used even though the complex pipeline itself was not 

explicitly analyzed. Such a complex pipeline is called a VISA-compliant pipeline.  

The AMP’s reconfigurable nature makes it an ideal candidate to implement 

VISA-compliance. A VISA-compliant AMP is configured to have two modes of 

operation: (1) a high-performance complex mode that is beyond the capabilities of timing 

analysis and (2) a back-up simple mode that exactly matches the simple proxy used for 

timing analysis. At run-time, tasks are speculatively attempted on the complex mode and 
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a task’s progress is continuously gauged. If the task’s progress is satisfactory, we 

continue executing the task on the complex mode. If task progress is not satisfactory, it is 

no longer safe to continue executing the task on the complex mode since it could result in 

actual execution time exceeding the WCET. In this case, we reconfigure the AMP to 

operate in the back-up simple mode. Recall that the simple proxy is the only pipeline on 

which the tasks’ WCETs are provably safe since tasks are explicitly analyzed on the 

simple proxy. Since the simple mode matches the simple proxy used for timing analysis, 

the execution time of the remaining portion of the task is bounded and the WCET is 

guaranteed to be safe. Thus, the reconfigurable nature of the AMP provides us with a 

means of enforcing the WCET if the complex mode performs worse than the simple 

proxy. 

The VISA framework consists of three components. The first component is the 

pipeline timing specification – the VISA – that is the basis for timing analysis. We 

present an example VISA in Section 4.1.   

The second component is the VISA-compliant AMP. We describe the architecture 

of a VISA-compliant AMP, in detail, in Section 4.2. The complex mode of the AMP is 

described in Section 4.2.1. Then in Section 4.2.2, we enumerate the modifications needed 

to reconfigure the AMP to operate in the simple mode. 

The third component is the run-time framework that ensures that the WCET 

derived using the VISA is preserved, by continuously gauging progress of a task on the 

unsafe mode of the AMP. The run-time framework is described in Section 4.3. We 

present two different techniques for gauging progress of a task on the complex mode.  
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In the first gauging technique, called sub-task-based checking (Section 4.3.1), a 

task is divided into smaller portions called sub-tasks (Section 4.3.1.1). Each sub-task is 

assigned a soft deadline called a checkpoint before which it is expected to complete. 

Checkpoint computation is described in Section 4.3.1.2. In Section 4.3.1.3, we show how 

a hardware cycle counter can be used to enforce checkpoints and detect missed 

checkpoints. An artifact of the checkpoint strategy is that a small headstart is required to 

enable speculation in the complex mode. In Section 4.3.1.4, we describe the need for the 

headstart amount and present a systematic and intuitive technique to assess the headstart 

amount. We present two ways of budgeting the headstart amount (Section 4.3.1.5). The 

first variant, called explicit padding, the headstart amount is padded to the tasks’ WCET 

(Section 4.3.1.5.1). In the second variant, dynamic headstart accrual, a task is started in 

the simple mode and accrued slack is used to enable speculation in the complex mode 

(Section 4.3.1.5.2). 

In the second gauging technique, called instruction-based checking (Section 

4.3.2), a task’s progress on the complex mode is gauged on an instruction basis (Section 

4.3.2.1). The actual completion time of an instruction on the complex mode is compared 

to the hypothetical completion time of the instruction on the simple proxy. If the 

instruction’s actual completion time is later than the hypothetical completion time, 

progress on the complex mode is not satisfactory and the AMP is reconfigured to operate 

in the simple mode for the remainder of the task. Instruction-based checking also requires 

a headstart, albeit a much smaller headstart compared to sub-task-based checking. 

Section 4.3.2.2 describes how this headstart is assessed. Finally, the hypothetical 

completion time of an instruction on the simple proxy is computed by the hardware using 
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a simple emulator. The emulator uses a set of rules to compute the hypothetical 

completion times of instructions. The emulator and the rules are described in Section 

4.3.2.3. 

In a multi-tasking real-time system, lower-priority tasks are pre-empted by higher 

priority tasks. Task pre-emptions disrupt the VISA gauging mechanisms. In Section 

4.3.3, we describe how the VISA gauging mechanisms are augmented to work in the 

presence of task pre-emptions. 

In Section 4.4, we present different applications of VISA, discuss benefits, and 

present results.  

4.1. VISA specification 

In this section, we present an example VISA specification. The VISA can only 

include features that can be analyzed by static timing analysis and has been designed 

accordingly. The sample VISA pipeline is shown in Figure 4-1. The sample VISA is a 

six-stage, scalar (peak throughput is 1 instruction/cycle in all pipeline stages), in-order 

pipeline. The six pipeline stages are fetch, decode, register read, execute, memory, and 

writeback. The instruction fetch stage can fetch 1 instruction in a cycle. There is an 

instruction cache but no dynamic branch predictor. Conditional branches are predicted 

using a static heuristic: backward branches are predicted taken and forward branches are 

predicted not-taken. Branch target addresses are assumed to be cached with the branches 

in the instruction cache, i.e., the instruction cache and branch target buffer are merged. 

This simplifies static worst-case timing analysis since only the instruction cache needs to 

be analyzed. Targets of indirect branches are not predicted. Instruction fetch stalls until 
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the indirect branch executes. There are four stages between fetch and execute. Therefore, 

the conditional branch misprediction penalty and indirect branch stall time are both four 

cycles. 

The instruction decode stage decodes 1 instruction per cycle. There is no register 

renaming, because WAW hazards are handled by in-order completion and WAR hazards 

are handled by early-reads/late-writes. The register read stage checks for RAW hazards 

and reads source operands from the register file. There is a single, un-pipelined, universal 

function unit in the execute stage, and all the usual data bypasses to the function unit 

from later pipeline stages. The universal function unit handles address generation and all 

integer and floating-point ALU instructions. There are only two causes for stalling an 

instruction in the register read stage. First, an instruction stalls in the register read stage if 

other instructions ahead of it in the pipeline are not advancing, due to a multiple-cycle 

operation in the execute stage or a data cache miss in the memory stage. Second, an 

instruction stalls in the register read stage if it depends on a load and the load is directly 

ahead of it in the pipeline (it must stall at least one cycle). 

The VISA must also include specific cache configuration information, instruction 

execution latencies, and the worst-case memory stall time in the case of an instruction or 

data cache miss. The parameters are shown in Table 4-1. Worst-case memory stall time is 

given in nanoseconds instead of cycles, because the number of cycles depends on the 

processor frequency. 
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Table 4-1. VISA caches and latencies. 

Component parameters 

L1 I-cache & D-cache 64KB, 4-way set-associative, 64B blocks, 1 cycle hit 

worst-case memory stall time  100 ns 

execution latencies MIPS R10K latencies 
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Figure 4-1 Example VISA specification. 
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4.2. VISA-compliant AMP 

A VISA-compliant AMP has two modes of operation: the complex mode that is 

high-performing and the back-up simple mode that corresponds to the VISA. In this 

section, we present an example design of a VISA-compliant AMP. We first describe the 

features of the complex mode and then show how the processor can be reconfigured to 

operate in a simple mode that corresponds to the VISA. Note that this is only one 

possible design for the complex mode of the AMP.  

4.2.1. Complex mode 

The complex mode is a dynamically scheduled 4-way superscalar pipeline with a 

128-entry reorder buffer, 64-entry issue queue, 64-entry load/store queue, 4 pipelined 

universal function units, and 2 ports to both the load/store queue and data cache. The 

pipeline has seven stages. These are fetch, dispatch, issue, register read, execute/memory, 

writeback, and retire. The caches and execution latencies are the same as for the VISA, 

shown in Table 4-1. The memory stall time can be worse than the stall time indicated in 

Table 4-1, due to contention in the memory system among multiple outstanding memory 

requests. However, without contention, the worst-case memory stall time is the same as 

for the VISA. A 216-entry gshare predictor is used to predict conditional branches [23]. A 

separate 216-entry table indexed the same way as the gshare predictor is used to predict 

indirect branch targets. 
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Figure 4-2. Complex mode of the example AMP.
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4.2.2. Reconfiguring to the simple mode 

In this section, we describe how an AMP can be reconfigured to operate in the 

simple mode.  

Figure 4-3 shows the AMP, as it operates in simple mode. Processor components 

that are disabled are shown in gray. 

The following alterations are needed to operate the AMP in the simple mode.  

• The fetch unit disables the gshare conditional branch predictor and indirect target 

predictor. Instead, as specified in the VISA, forward conditional branches are 

predicted not-taken, backward conditional branches are predicted taken, and the 

fetch unit stalls until indirect branches execute.  

• The fetch unit still retrieves a full fetch block from the instruction cache, as 

before, but the fetch block is buffered and its constituent instructions are passed 

down the pipeline at a maximum rate of one per cycle to comply with the VISA.  

• A pipeline stage does not accept a new instruction from the previous stage if it 

already has an instruction and the instruction is not advancing in the next cycle. 

• Renaming is still performed, but only to locate source and destination operands in 

the physical register file. Logical-to-physical mappings are never changed. 

Therefore, a new physical register does not need to be popped from the freelist 

and assigned to the destination operand, the rename map table does not need to be 

updated with a new mapping, and the rename map table does not need to be 

checkpointed at branches. In addition to disabling these three functions, the 
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destination operand needs to be renamed like a source operand to locate it in the 

physical register file. Fortunately, a read port already exists for the destination 

operand, since the complex pipeline reads out previous mappings of destination 

operands and saves them in the active list for freelist maintenance. In simple 

mode, the previous mapping is used to rename the destination operand. 

• An instruction in the dispatch stage advances directly to the register read stage, 

bypassing the issue queue. This removes the issue stage, conforming to the VISA 

pipeline stages. The instruction in the register read stage stalls if another 

instruction is tying up the execution stage or if it depends on an immediately-

preceding load instruction, as specified in the VISA. 

• Only one function unit is active at a time. An active function unit does not accept 

new instructions while in use, i.e., pipelining within function units is disabled. 

Note that the complex processor does not require a universal function unit as 

specified in the VISA, since any of its function units can be used just as long as 

only one is used at a time. 

• Loads and stores do not access the load/store queue. Memory disambiguation is 

not needed because loads and stores access the data cache in program order. 

Stores issue to the data cache in the memory stage instead of waiting until 

commit, since all prior branches have already been resolved and stores are 

guaranteed to be non-speculative by the time they reach the memory stage.  

• Instructions are not placed in the active list in the dispatch stage and they are 

removed from the pipeline after the writeback stage, bypassing retirement. Some 

of these alterations are not strictly required for VISA-compliance. Specifically, 
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the dispatch and retire stages (renaming, checkpointing, active list and freelist 

management, etc.) do not need alterations to get the same timing as the VISA. We 

did so in order to be explicit. It may also conserve power in simple mode. The 

bypasses, bypass muxes, and bypass control logic do not need modifications. 

Complex mode and simple mode use the same hazard checking logic to detect 

when a value needs to be bypassed from the execute, memory, or writeback stage, 

to a dependent instruction as it begins execution. 

Some of these alterations are not strictly required for VISA-compliance. 

Specifically, the dispatch and retire stages (renaming, checkpointing, active list and 

freelist management, etc.) do not need alterations to get the same timing as the VISA. We 

did so in order to be explicit. It may also conserve power in simple mode.  

The bypasses, bypass muxes, and bypass control logic do not need modifications. 

Complex mode and simple mode use the same hazard checking logic to detect when a 

value needs to be bypassed from the execute, memory, or writeback stage, to a dependent 

instruction as it begins execution.  

Earlier we said that memory stall time may exceed the VISA worst-case memory 

stall time, due to contention among multiple outstanding memory requests. However, in 

simple mode, a load or store that misses in the cache stalls in the memory stage, ensuring 

there is only one outstanding memory request. So, worst-case memory stall time 

conforms to the VISA. 
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Figure 4-3. Simple mode of the AMP. 
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4.3. Run-time VISA framework 

The run-time VISA framework ensures the overall safety of the system by 

continuously gauging progress of tasks on the complex mode and invoking the simple 

mode if necessary. Gauging progress of a task on the complex mode may be achieved in 

many ways. In this dissertation, we propose two techniques to gauge the progress of a 

task on the complex mode. The first technique is called sub-task-based checking where 

the task is divided into multiple smaller portions called sub-tasks and the task’ progress is 

gauged using interim soft deadlines for the sub-tasks. The second technique is called 

instruction-based checking, where we compare the actual retirement time of an 

instruction on the complex mode with the hypothetical completion time of the task on the 

simple proxy, determined by an emulator. 

4.3.1. Sub-task-based checking 

In this technique, a task is divided into multiple smaller, linear portions called 

sub-tasks. Figure 4-4 (a) shows a task with four sub-tasks. Figure 4-4 (a) shows non-

speculative task timing on the simple mode (shown for comparison’s sake), where actual 

execution times are close to the WCETs.  Simple mode execution is indicated by solid 

horizontal arrows, while execution in the complex mode is indicated by dashed horizontal 

arrows. Each sub-task is assigned a soft deadline called a checkpoint, before which it has 

to complete to demonstrate satisfactory forward progress. A checkpoint is the latest 

allowable point in time before which the sub-task has to complete so that sufficient time 

is available in the schedule to complete the task before its deadline in the simple mode, if 
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necessary. Section 4.3.1.2 describes how to compute sub-task checkpoints in detail. 

Figure 4-4 (b) shows the checkpoints for the four sub-tasks.  

If a sub-task completes before its checkpoint, then the task is deemed to be 

making satisfactory progress on the complex mode. We continue executing the next sub-

task on the complex mode. Figure 4-4 (b) shows successful timing speculation on the 

complex mode where all sub-tasks meet their checkpoints.  

On the other hand, if a sub-task in the complex mode is not finished before its 

checkpoint, it is no longer safe to continue execution in the complex mode. This case is 

shown in Figure 4-4 (c) where sub-task 2 misses its checkpoint (shown by the X). When 

a checkpoint is missed, the pipeline is reconfigured to the simple mode and the remainder 

of the task (the remaining portion of the sub-task that missed its checkpoint and all 

remaining sub-tasks) is executed in the simple mode. Accordingly, in Figure 4-4 (c), sub-

tasks 2, 3, and 4 are executed in the simple mode (shown by the solid horizontal arrows).  
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Figure 4-4.  (a)  Non-speculative timing on simple pipeline. (b) Successful timing speculation 
in the complex mode. (c) Unsuccessful timing speculation in complex mode and subsequent 
recovery in simple mode. 

 

4.3.1.1. Sub-task selection 

Sub-task selection is done manually. Typically, a sufficient number of balanced 

sub-tasks can be achieved by peeling off chunks of iterations from the outermost loop. 

Code segments before and after the outermost loop are merged into the first and last sub-

tasks, respectively. Alternatively, sub-task selection could be compiler-assisted in 

conjunction with a WCET tool to assess the preferred level of granularity of sub-tasks. 
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Our current timing analysis framework can analyze tasks at the sub-task level and 

provide WCETs of sub-tasks in addition to the overall task WCET. 

4.3.1.2. Computing checkpoints 

Checkpoints provide a means to gauge progress of a task on the complex mode. In 

this section, we describe how to compute a checkpoint for a sub-task. A checkpoint for a 

sub-task should be set such that there is sufficient time to complete the remaining portion 

of the task in the simple mode such that the overall WCET is not exceeded, should this 

checkpoint be missed. 

For a subtask i that misses its checkpoint, there must be enough time to between 

the checkpoint and the overall WCET to  

(1) re-configure the AMP to operate in simple mode  

(2) execute the remainder of sub-task i in the simple mode, and  

(3) execute all remaining sub-tasks in the simple mode.  

Item 1 is a fixed overhead that depends on the AMP’s implementation. Item 3 is 

safely bounded by totaling the WCETs of remaining sub-tasks since the remaining sub-

tasks are executed in the simple mode and their execution times are guaranteed to be less 

than their WCETs. Regarding item 2, it is very difficult to accurately determine how 

much time is needed to finish the remainder of sub-task i, in the simple mode, because we 

do not know how much of the delinquent sub-task was completed in the complex mode. 

Fortunately, the remaining execution time is safely (although not tightly) bounded by 

WCET of the whole sub-task since the remainder of sub-task i is executed in the simple 

mode. That is, to be safe, we have to pessimistically assume that no work got done for 
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sub-task i on the complex mode and that the entire delinquent sub-task has to be re-

executed in the simple mode. Note that this pessimistic assumption is only for the 

purpose of setting checkpoints. At run time, the delinquent sub-task is simply continued 

in the simple mode. 

Let us express the WCET in terms of cycles, referred to as worst-case execution 

cycles (WCEC) to derive the sub-task checkpoints. As mentioned in Section 4.3.1.1, our 

WCET tool provides us with sub-task WCETs (and thereby WCECs) in addition to the 

overall WCET.  

Therefore, the checkpoint for sub-task i is calculated as follows: 
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Equation 4-1. Checkpoint for sub-task i in a task with s sub-tasks. 

Thus, Equation 4-1 budgets enough time after the checkpoint to switch to the 

simple mode (switching overhead), execute the remaining portion of sub-task i that 

missed its checkpoint, and execute all remaining sub-tasks i+1 through s in the simple 

mode.  

Figure 4-5 shows the checkpoints for a task with 4 sub-tasks, derived using 

Equation 4-1. Figure 4-5 (a) shows the WCETs of individual sub-tasks for comparison.   

Figure 4-5 (b), (c), (d), and (e) show how sufficient time is budgeted after the checkpoints 

assuming sub-tasks 1, 2, 3, and 4 miss their respective checkpoints. Looking at sub-task 2 

(Figure 4-5 (c)) , we see that the checkpoint for sub-task 2 ensures that enough time is 

available to reconfigure the pipeline (indicated by switching overhd.), and execute the 

remaining portion of sub-task 2 in the simple mode (bounded by the WCEC2 in the 
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worst-case), and execute the sub-task 3 (bounded by WCEC3) and sub-task 4 (bounded 

by WCEC4) in the simple mode.  

Looking closely at the task after the checkpoints have been selected, we see that 

the overall WCET of the task after its checkpoints have been computed is greater than the 

WCET of the task without checkpoints. If we were to assume that the switching overhead 

is negligible, we see that the sub-task for the first sub-task lines up with the start of the 

task without checkpoints. This means that the first sub-task has to be completed in the 

complex mode even before the task starts to ensure satisfactory progress. This 

demonstrates that the complex needs a headstart to try and meet the first checkpoint. 

Section 4.3.1.4 describes a systematic approach for deriving the headstart amount.  
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Figure 4-5. (a) WCEC of task with 4 sub-tasks, (b) checkpoint for sub-task 1, (c) 
checkpoint for sub-task 2,  (d) checkpoint for sub-task 3, (e) checkpoint for sub-task 
4.  
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4.3.1.3. Enforcing checkpoints and detecting missed checkpoints 

A hardware cycle counter, called the watchdog counter, is used to detect missed 

checkpoints. The watchdog counter is memory-mapped so that it can be read and written 

via load and store instructions, respectively. A code snippet at the start of the first sub-

task initializes the watchdog counter to the number of cycles between the start of the task 

and the first checkpoint, or checkpoint1*freq (where freq is the processor frequency). A 

code snippet at the beginning of each new sub-task augments the counter by the number 

of cycles between the previous checkpoint and the sub-task’s checkpoint, or (checkpointi 

– checkpointi-1)*freq, effectively advancing the checkpoint enforced by the watchdog 

counter to the next checkpoint.  

Meanwhile, hardware autonomously decrements the watchdog counter by one 

each cycle. If the counter reaches zero before the next sub-task has a chance to advance 

the counter, it means the current sub-task missed its checkpoint and a missed-checkpoint 

exception is raised. This causes the complex processor to switch to the simple mode of 

operation.  

Missed-checkpoint exceptions are masked while the complex processor is 

operating in the simple mode, since progress does not need to be gauged while in the 

simple mode. If a missed checkpoint exception occurs and the processor is running a hard 

real-time task on the complex pipeline, then the pipeline is drained and re-configured to 

operate in simple mode. 
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4.3.1.4. Headstart assessment 

We explained in Section 4.3.1.2 that speculation in the complex mode requires a 

small headstart. In this section, we describe a systematic way to assess the headstart 

amount.  

From a correctness standpoint, the headstart amount can be set arbitrarily. At one 

extreme, using a headstart of zero cycles would cause the first sub-task to miss its 

checkpoint right away, since the initial value loaded into the watchdog counter is zero. In 

this case, the entire task is executed in the simple mode, failing to exploit the high-

performing complex mode. More generally, using a headstart that is artificially low does 

not give the complex mode a reasonable chance to succeed. Missed checkpoints in this 

case are not actually due to anomalous, underperforming scenarios, but are rather due to 

an artificially low headstart amount. On the other hand, using a headstart amount that is 

artificially inflated is also undesirable. It artificially inflates perceived worst-case 

utilization, possibly to the point of exceeding schedulability bounds. 

Our objective is to minimize the headstart amount while providing reasonable 

time for the complex mode to complete each sub-task, i.e., to essentially eliminate missed 

checkpoints in the absence of any complex-mode performance anomalies. To this end, we 

profile the tasks on the complex mode. Let PECi denote the predicted execution cycles of 

sub-task i on the complex mode obtained by profiling. Recall that our checkpointing 

strategy (Section 4.3.1.2) ensures that enough WCEC is budgeted after the checkpoint of 

each sub-task i for execution of the unfinished sub-task i and all remaining sub-tasks in 

simple mode, should the checkpoint for sub-task i be missed.  
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Let us consider a task with 4 sub-tasks. Figure 4-6 (a) shows the WCECs of the 

four sub-tasks without checkpoints. Figure 4-6 (b) shows the PECs of the four sub-tasks. 

Figure 4-6 (c), (d), (e), and (f)  show scenarios in which the first, second, third, and fourth 

sub-tasks miss their checkpoints, respectively. Let us look at the scenario of the second 

sub-task missing its checkpoint shown in Figure 4-6 (d). To ensure that the overall 

WCEC is met, WCECs of subtasks 2, 3, and 4 are budgeted after sub-task 2’s checkpoint, 

chk2. To make a miss of chk2 unlikely, we should anticipate an amount of time equal to 

the predicted (or profiled) execution time of sub-task 2 in the complex mode (PEC2) prior 

to chk2. And we can assume, without restricting safety, that prior sub-tasks executed 

according to their profiled time as well (otherwise an earlier checkpoint would have 

missed prior to reaching this point). Hence, a good headstart amount considering only 

sub-task 2 is given by the difference between the original start boundary (shown by the 

vertical dotted line chk1) and the new boundary as shown in Figure 4-6 (d). The same 

procedure is repeated for all sub-tasks individually, and the maximum headstart amount 

among all the sub-tasks is the desired headstart amount for the overall task. 
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Figure 4-6 (a) WCEC of task with 4 sub-tasks, (b) PEC of task with 4 sub-tasks, (c) 
Computing headstart for sub-task 1, (d) Computing headstart for sub-task 2, (e) Computing 
headstart for sub-task 3, (f) Computing headstart for sub-task 4. 
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Using Figure 4-6, we can compute the total execution time of a task on the VISA 

framework. Assuming sub-task i misses its checkpoint, the execution time of the task can 

be computed as  
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The expression can be simplified by combining the first two PEC terms and the 

last two WCEC terms. The combined expression is 
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The minimum headstart needed required for sub-task i to not miss its checkpoint 

(assuming no anomalies) would then be the difference between the execution time on the 

VISA framework (shown above) and the original worst-case execution time, which is the 

sum of the WCECs of the individual sub-tasks. 

Thus, the headstart for sub-task i is  
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Equation 4-2 Computing the headstart for sub-task i. 

 

Equation 4-2 can be rewritten as  
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Equation 4-3. Re-arranged equation for the headstart for sub-task i. 

Cancelling out the second and the fourth terms of Equation 4-3, we can rewrite 

Equation 4-3 as: 
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Equation 4-4. Simplified form of headstart for sub-task i. 

Now that we have the equation for the headstart amount for sub-task i, let us see 

to understand the headstart amount needed. We can re-arrange the PEC terms in the 

above equation to get the following equation: 
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Equation 4-5. Simplified form of headstart for sub-task i. 

The above equation can be further re-arranged by grouping the second and third 

terms together.  
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Equation 4-6. Simplified form of headstart for sub-task i.  
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The final equation for the headstart as shown in Equation 4-6 is intuitive. 

Essentially, we expect the needed headstart for sub-task i to be at least as large as its 

predicted execution time in the complex mode, PECi. However, this amount can be 

lessened by slack gained due to early completion of prior sub-tasks, caused by the 

difference between WCECj and PECj of all prior sub-tasks j. For example, according to 

Equation 4-6, the headstart amount for the first sub-task is computed to be its predicted 

execution cycles (PEC1). This makes sense since this headstart gives PEC cycles for the 

first sub-task to try and finish in the complex mode.  

Finally, to compute the overall headstart for the task, we need to lower the chance 

that any checkpoints are missed. Accordingly, the overall headstart for a task should be 

the maximum of the headstart amounts derived for all of its sub-tasks: 
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Equation 4-7. Computing the headstart for a task. 

 

4.3.1.5. VISA variants 

In the previous section, we demonstrated the need for a headstart amount for 

timing-speculative execution in the complex mode. In this subsection, we first describe 

the implications of padding the headstart to the WCET of a task and then propose a novel 

approach called dynamic headstart accrual which eliminates the need for padding the 

WCET with the headstart amount. 
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4.3.1.5.1. Explicit padding 
The safe way of budgeting the headstart amount is to pad it to the task’s WCET. 

Since the headstart is explicitly accounted for in the WCET, we shall call this the explicit 

padding approach. The advantage of the explicit padding approach is that we can start a 

task directly in the complex mode since the headstart is already budgeted in the WCET. 

The downside of this approach, however, is that tasks’ WCETs are artificially inflated 

due to explicit padding of the headstart amounts. Inflated WCETs increase tasks’ 

utilizations, thereby reducing schedulability of task-sets. In fact, task-sets with an already 

high worst-case utilization may become unschedulable because of the extra padding.   

4.3.1.5.2. Dynamic headstart accrual 

We propose a novel VISA speculation approach, in which tasks’ WCETs do not 

have to be padded with the headstart amounts. The dynamic headstart accrual approach 

exploits naturally occurring dynamic slack in the simple mode to enable switching to the 

complex mode. In this approach, a task is initiated in the simple mode, contrary to the 

explicit padding approach (which immediately begins speculation in the complex mode, 

enabled by headstart padding). Because actual execution times are typically less than 

WCETs even in the simple mode, dynamic slack is generated naturally (albeit more 

slowly than for the complex mode). The accrued dynamic slack is exploited to enable 

timing speculation in the complex mode of later sub-tasks. Since the required headstart is 

dynamically accrued, we refer to this technique as dynamic headstart accrual. 

With this new approach, no padding is required since the headstart is dynamically 

accrued. Thus, a task’s WCET is just the sum of the individual WCETs with the padding 

set to 0. Now, the watchdog is leveraged for a different purpose, i.e., to measure the 
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amount of slack accrued while in the simple mode. The watchdog is initialized to zero 

and, at the start of each sub-task, the watchdog is incremented by the sub-task’s WCEC. 

Although the watchdog is decremented every cycle, as before, it will never go below zero 

in the safe simple mode, and any amount that remains after the completion of a sub-task 

reveals the accrued slack up to that point. Based on early sub-task completion, one can 

determine after how many sub-tasks a change from simple mode to complex mode 

becomes beneficial in the sense that future checkpoints are unlikely to be missed. This is 

exactly the same goal as for the explicit padding approach, only now we are waiting for 

the desired headstart amount to accrue naturally. Before starting a new sub-task t, we 

determine if it is beneficial to switch to the complex mode by comparing the amount of 

available slack in the watchdog to the headstart amount required to enable speculation. 

This headstart amount is derived using the same procedure as before, only that we do not 

need to consider prior completed sub-tasks when finding the maximum. We can view the 

task to be composed only of the remaining sub-tasks and not consider any of the previous 

sub-tasks. Accordingly, the headstart at the start of task t is: 
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Equation 4-8. Computing the headstart required at the start of sub-task t for a task 
with s sub-tasks.  

Starting from sub-task t, we compute the maximum execution times assuming 

sub-task t, t+1, and so on until the last sub-task s miss their checkpoint. We take the 

maximum of all these execution times and subtract out the sum of the WCEC of the 
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remaining sub-tasks (starting from sub-task t to s). This is the headstart amount needed to 

enable speculation at the start of sub-task t.  

Hence, the condition for mode switching at the beginning of sub-task t is: 

tatheadstartwatchdog ≥  

Equation 4-9. Condition for switching to complex mode in dynamic headstart accrual.  
 

The headstart amounts required at the start of each sub-task can be computed a 

priori since they only depend on PECs and WCECs. They can be stored in a lookup table. 

Hence, only a small, constant overhead is incurred in looking up the appropriate headstart 

and comparing their maximum with the watchdog counter. Notice that the watchdog does 

not need to be updated when switching from simple mode to complex mode, since it 

conveniently contains the initial headstart. If the condition represented by Equation 4-9 is 

satisfied at the beginning of some sub-task, only a mode switch (to complex) occurs. 

Slack in the watchdog can be due to early completion of initial subtasks up to t-1, 

i.e., it can be intra-task slack accumulating in the watchdog. This condition would need 

to be evaluated at each new sub-task t until it is satisfied and the mode is switched to 

complex. There is no need to check the condition after mode switching as progress is then 

gauged via checkpoints as before. The condition can be weakened by considering inter-

task slack, both of static and dynamic nature. Such slack would already be available for 

the first sub-task, which may allow us to immediately switch to the complex mode even 

though no explicit padding was imposed. After switching to complex mode, execution 

will only revert to simple mode if a checkpoint is missed.  
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Figure 4-7 (a) shows non-speculative execution for comparison. Figure 4-7 (b) 

shows task execution using the new approach. Notice that the first sub-task does not have 

a checkpoint since it is executed in the simple mode and hence no headstart is needed in 

this case. At the end of the first sub-task, sufficient slack is available to enable switching 

to the complex mode for sub-task 2. This is indicated by a dashed arrow for sub-task 2. 

Also notice that the checkpoints are now activated for sub-tasks 2, 3, and 4. Since sub-

task 2 finishes before its checkpoint, sub-tasks 3 and 4 are also executed in the complex 

mode and they finish before their checkpoints, leading to dynamic slack.  

Figure 4-7 (c) shows the case where a checkpoint is missed once timing-

speculative execution in the complex mode is initiated. In this case also, sub-task 2 is 

speculatively attempted in the complex mode because sufficient headstart is accumulated 

at the end of sub-task 1. Sub-task 2 finishes before its checkpoint. However, sub-task 3 

misses its checkpoint (indicated by X in (c)). 

In this case, the pipeline is reconfigured to simple mode and the remaining portion 

of sub-tasks 3 and 4 are executed in simple mode. Again, we see that the task finishes 

within its WCET in spite of an intermediate missed checkpoint.  

The dynamic accrual scheme allows us to eventually revert to complex mode 

again once enough intra-task slack has accumulated, another strength of this approach. 

(Our previous approach allowed for only one missed checkpoint: once a checkpoint is 

missed, the entire remaining portion of the task is executed in simple mode.) Using this 

new speculation approach, the AMP and a safe simple processor are truly worst-case 

equivalent, since WCETs are not padded at all. 
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Figure 4-7. (a) Sub-task-delineated task showing WCETs of sub-tasks. (b) Successful 
timing-speculation in the complex mode using dynamic headstart accrual approach. (c) 
Unsuccessful timing-speculation in the complex mode using dynamic headstart accrual 

 

The primary advantage of the dynamic headstart accrual approach is that WCETs 

need not be padded and, hence, the overall worst-case utilization is unaffected. Hence, 

any task-set that can be scheduled on the hypothetical simple pipeline can be scheduled 

on a VISA-protected processor. An additional benefit is that the dynamic accrual scheme 

supports multiple switches from simple mode to complex mode provided sufficient slack 
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has accrued. The drawback of this scheme is its dependence on the creation of dynamic 

slack to switch to complex mode. If accrued slack is insufficient, the task will be 

perpetually executed in simple mode. So, the dynamic headstart accrual approach is well 

suited to task-sets that have high worst-case utilization but lower actual utilization on the 

hypothetical simple pipeline. The nice thing is that the same VISA framework flexibly 

supports either explicit padding or dynamic headstart accrual, as needed for different 

task-sets. 

4.3.2. Instruction-based checking 

Checking the progress of a task via sub-tasks poses two problems: (1) need to do 

sub-task selection, and (2) potentially large speculation overhead. While sub-task 

selection is relatively easy in simple programs, programs with complicated control flow 

are tougher. The large speculation overhead manifests itself as an increased worst-case 

execution time (WCET). This in turn negatively impacts the schedulability of the task set. 

Thus, schedulability analysis is affected by the speculation overhead that is a direct 

consequence of employing the VISA framework. To overcome these problems, we 

propose a new checking mechanism that operates at the instruction-level granularity and 

the burden of gauging timeliness is shifted entirely to hardware. The key idea is that each 

instruction can be viewed as a sub-task with its own checkpoint, obviating sub-task 

selection.  

Instruction-based checking leverages the fact that the behavior of the simple 

pipeline can be accurately predicted on an instruction-by-instruction basis. In this 

method, a checkpoint for an instruction is set dynamically at run-time by an emulator that 
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models the VISA, unlike sub-task checkpoints that are computed a priori. The 

mechanism involves two steps: (1) dynamically estimating the execution latency and 

predicting the retirement cycle of each instruction on the hypothetical simple pipeline and 

(2) setting checkpoints for instructions and checking if an instruction exceeds its 

checkpoint while executing on the complex pipeline. If an instruction misses its 

checkpoint, the VISA protection mechanisms are triggered; the pipeline is reconfigured 

to the simple pipeline and the unfinished portion of the task is safely executed on the 

simple pipeline.  

4.3.2.1. Checking methodology 

In the instruction-based checking scheme, when a dynamic instruction retires on 

the unsafe pipeline, the emulator computes the hypothetical completion time (HCT) of 

that instruction had the instruction been executed on the hypothetical simple pipeline. A 

straightforward way of detecting a misprediction is to check if the HCT is greater than 

the current retirement time of that instruction. However, this method is not totally safe: 

detecting a misprediction is deferred until the instruction is retired on the unsafe pipeline. 

Suppose that the retirement of an instruction is delayed on the unsafe pipeline for some 

reason, detecting the misprediction is also delayed. This can lead to deadlines being 

missed. To avoid this scenario, we must set the checkpoint for an instruction such that a 

misprediction is detected before the retirement of an instruction on the hypothetical 

simple pipeline. Since the HCT of the current instruction is not computed until the 

instruction is retired, we take a pessimistic approach and use the HCT of the previous 

retired instruction as the checkpoint for the current instruction. This means that an 
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instruction has to be retired on the unsafe pipeline before its immediately previous 

instruction was retired on the hypothetical pipeline. In other words, the unsafe pipeline 

has to be ahead of the simple pipeline by at least one instruction to avoid a misprediction. 

Notice that there is a strong resemblance to the sub-task based checking methodology 

where the unsafe pipeline has to be ahead of the simple pipeline by at least one sub-task.  

The VISA emulator maintains a cycle counter indicating the HCT of the most 

recent dynamic instruction. As described above, this HCT becomes the checkpoint for the 

next instruction to be retired from the unsafe pipeline, i.e., checkpointinstr, i = HCTinstr. i-1. 

The cycle counter containing the HCT is called the HCT register. Another cycle counter 

is maintained that is simply incremented by one each cycle. When the next instruction i 

retires from the unsafe pipeline, this cycle counter indicates the actual completion time 

(ACT) of the instruction on the unsafe pipeline. We call this cycle counter containing 

ACTinstr. i the ACT register. If the next instruction to be retired, instruction i, is held up 

long enough in the unsafe pipeline, the ACT register may reach the HCT register before 

instruction i is retired and can update the HCT register. In this case, instruction i missed 

its checkpoint and recovery is initiated. 

4.3.2.2. Headstart assessment 

At the start of a new task, the HCT register is initialized to a non-zero value to 

give the unsafe pipeline a head start. Otherwise, the ACT would reach the HCT right 

away (in the very first cycle), before the unsafe pipeline has a chance to even retire the 

first instruction. Thus, the head-start is set equal to the worst-case number of cycles for 

the first instruction in the task to flow through the pipeline. Since there are no prior 
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unresolved data dependences (the pipeline is initially empty), the number of cycles is 

equal to the depth of the unsafe pipeline plus one instruction cache miss penalty plus one 

data cache miss penalty (for simplicity, we conservatively assume the first instruction is a 

load miss). 

As before (with sub-tasks), the unsafe pipeline’s head-start is speculation 

overhead and must be accounted for in the worst-case utilization. Thus, the task’s WCET 

is padded with the head-start amount. But now the padding is much smaller, on the order 

of an instruction rather than a sub-task. 

When the next instruction to be retired from the unsafe pipeline misses its 

checkpoint, an exception is raised. The precise program counter (PC) is the PC of the 

next instruction to be retired, since it and all later in-flight instructions must be re-

executed in simple mode. The unsafe pipeline is flushed by squashing all in-flight 

instructions, and the fetch unit is redirected by setting its PC to the precise PC. Next, the 

unsafe pipeline is reconfigured to operate in simple mode. This flush-and-reconfigure 

procedure takes a fixed number of cycles (we assume 10 cycles). The fixed overhead 

must be accounted for in the worst-case utilization, hence the task’s WCET is padded 

with the overhead. 

Another subtle overhead that must be accounted for is the latency to refill the 

pipeline after switching to the simple mode. Informally, this is already accounted for in 

the WCET since the static timing analyzer accounts for the time it takes to fill the 

pipeline at the start of the task. However, strictly speaking, we cannot assume that the 
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pipeline fill time for an instruction in the middle of the task is exactly the same as the fill 

time for the first instruction in the task.  

4.3.2.3. Emulator design 

The VISA represents a contract that is honored by both the static worst-case 

timing analysis tool and the simple mode of operation embedded within the unsafe 

pipeline. In this document, a new component is contractually bound by the VISA – the 

VISA emulator used for gauging progress. 

The VISA emulator is a new component added to the retirement stage of the 

unsafe pipeline. The unsafe pipeline passes pre-decode information for each retired 

instruction to the emulator, including instruction class (implying the latency), whether or 

not the instruction missed in the instruction cache and/or data cache (the latter for loads 

and stores), data dependences between adjacent instructions, and the type (e.g., forward 

vs. backward branch) and outcome of branch instructions. 

The emulator must model the overlapped execution of instructions. Therefore, it 

does not literally compute the execution time of an instruction from fetch to writeback. 

Instead, it advances the HCT based on the effect each instruction has on throughput of the 

hypothetical simple pipeline. For example, a sequence of independent and/or dependent 

add instructions that hit in the instruction cache cause the HCT to be incremented by one 

for every add, since bypassing resolves data hazards and latency for an add is one cycle. 

More generally, stall conditions require incrementing the HCT by more than one cycle. 

Accordingly, the emulator implements a set of rules for augmenting the HCT. The 

static worst-case timing analysis tool uses similar rules for modeling the pipeline. 
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If the instruction is not dependent on the immediate previous instruction: 
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Equation 4-10. Computing the hypothetical completion time. 

If the instruction is dependent on a load and the load immediately precedes it in program 

order: (load_use_latency = 1 cycle) 
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Equation 4-11. Computing the hypothetical completion time. 

The VISA specifies the BT/FNT static prediction heuristic. Therefore, a backward branch 

is mispredicted if its outcome is not-taken; a forward branch is mispredicted if its 

outcome is taken. If an instruction follows a mispredicted branch or an indirect branch: 
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Equation 4-12. Computing the hypothetical completion time. 

Memory operations, i.e., loads and stores, could have variable execution latency 

due to cache hits/misses. To compute the HCT of a memory instruction, the emulator 

needs the cache outcome of that instruction on the hypothetical simple pipeline. This 

information is available as caching categorizations generated by the cache simulator for 

every dynamic instance of an instruction. However, it is difficult to convey these 

classifications to the emulator. The other option is to use the actual cache outcome on the 

unsafe pipeline. This can be inaccurate due to out-of-order cache accesses and 

speculation beyond mispredicted branches; an instruction that would have been a hit 

(miss) on the hypothetical simple pipeline could be now counted a miss (hit) based on the 
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outcome on the unsafe pipeline. Nonetheless, the emulator can use actual outcomes, 

provided some restrictions are imposed. An instruction that was classified a hit for the 

purpose of analysis cannot be considered a miss by the emulator. Doing so is tantamount 

to increasing the WCET, which could potentially lead to an unsafe system. To overcome 

this, each static instruction is tagged with a single bit that is set as true (hit) or false 

(miss). The bit is set to true for an instruction even if one dynamic instance of that 

instruction is considered as a hit by the timing analysis. Conversely, the bit is set to false 

only for those instructions that are considered always misses for each dynamic instance. 

The emulator uses this information to compute the HCT of an instruction. The above 

restriction could result in unnecessary mispredictions. However, these restrictions are 

necessary to ensure system safety. 

4.3.3. Multi-tasking support 

For a set of real-time tasks under pre-emptive scheduling, the effect of suspending 

and resuming tasks has to be considered. We discuss two aspects related to pre-emptions. 

First, we discuss how the integrity of the watchdog checking mechanism is preserved in 

the presence of pre-emptions. Second, we discuss modeling of pre-emption overheads, 

which applies to both VISA and non-VISA real-time systems. 

4.3.3.1. Saving/restoring VISA state 

For the explicit padding approach, supporting pre-emptions in hardware is similar 

to precise handling of exceptions/interrupts: The state used to manage a task in the VISA 

framework is saved as part of the task’s context and later restored.  
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The following state is included in the context:  

• The current pipeline mode (complex or simple) and  

• the content of the watchdog counter.  

When a task is resumed, the pipeline mode is restored to that prior to pre-emption, 

which may differ from the mode of the pre-empting task. Likewise, the watchdog counter 

is restored to its previous value and used to monitor further progress of the interrupted 

subtask. (However, as usual, the watchdog counter is not used if the restored mode is the 

simple mode, since progress is not gauged in simple mode.) For the dynamic headstart 

accrual scheme, the pipeline mode and watchdog counter do not have to be 

saved/restored when the task is pre-empted/resumed. The watchdog counter is 

reinitialized on the basis of slack that has accumulated since the task was pre-empted. 

Likewise, the pipeline is configured in either the simple or complex mode on the basis of 

the result of testing the condition in Equation 4-9. 

If instruction-based checking is used, the difference between the HCT and ACT, 

which represents how far ahead the complex pipeline is with respect to the simple 

pipeline, is saved along with the context of the pre-empted task. When the task is 

resumed again, the HCT is set to this saved value and the ACT is set to zero. This ensures 

that the slack gained by the task is reclaimed and is not lost due to the pre-emption. 

4.3.3.2. Accounting for pre-emption overheads 

In multi-tasking real-time systems, the worst-case execution time of the task 

scheduler itself must be accounted for in schedulability analysis. Our scheduler’s WCET 

includes selecting the next task based on deadline scheduling, such as rate-monotone or 
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EDF scheduling, applying a DVS scheduling algorithm (if applicable), and 

saving/restoring register contexts in the case of pre-emptions. Safely accommodating 

scheduler overheads is independent of VISA, i.e., these overheads must be considered for 

VISA and non-VISA real-time systems alike. Nonetheless, there are several alternatives 

for accounting for the WCET of the scheduler.  

We propose a technique that very accurately bounds the scheduler overhead, 

while eliminating the need to divide the scheduler to be divided into sub-tasks for 

execution on the complex mode.  

(1) It implicitly accounts for the worst-case number of scheduler 

invocations (bounded by two per task, one for when the task is 

released and one for when it completes). 

(2) It enables the task scheduler to execute in complex mode without first 

delineating it into sub-tasks, setting interim checkpoints, etc., as is 

done with other tasks.  

Our solution is to consider the task scheduler to be part of the first sub-task and 

the last sub-task of each task in the task-set. The reason the scheduler does not need to be 

partitioned is that, effectively, it is no longer a task, but rather a part of a sub-task in 

another task. To summarize, the overhead of the task scheduler is accommodated by 

adding the WCET of the task scheduler to the first and last sub-tasks for each task in the 

task-set.  
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4.4. VISA applications and results 

Typically, a task executed on the unsafe pipeline finishes well ahead of its 

deadline due to the high-performing nature of the complex pipeline, resulting in dynamic 

slack in the schedule. Unfortunately, this dynamic slack cannot be used to increase the 

throughput of hard real-time tasks since the schedulability test is performed statically 

prior to run time. Nevertheless, dynamic slack can be harnessed for other purposes such 

as lowering power or increasing the throughput of other tasks in the system.  

4.4.1. Evaluation methodology 

4.4.1.1. Simulator framework 

A multi-tasking environment is modeled using a fully-custom cycle-accurate 

simulator. The SimpleScalar ISA and compiler are used [9]. The simulator supports two 

different processor models: (1) AMP that can be dynamically reconfigured to the simple 

mode of operation, and (2) simple is a literal (fixed) implementation of the VISA. 

4.4.1.2. Benchmarks 

We use six different benchmarks from the C-lab real-time benchmark suite [45], 

shown in Table 4-2. The C-lab benchmarks are used extensively in WCET research, in 

particular because irregular program features that complicate static timing analysis are 

explicitly avoided. The benchmarks are compiled with –O3 optimization enabled. 

The second column in Table 4-2 shows the number of sub-tasks in each task. Sub-

task selection was done manually. The third column shows the WCET produced by the 

static timing analyzer. Since simple is non-speculative in terms of safety, it presents this 
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WCET unmodified to the scheduler. The last two columns show the average execution 

times on the simple and the AMP models. As expected, we see that the average execution 

time on the AMP is much less than the WCET while the execution time on the simple is 

close to the WCET.  

Table 4-2. Benchmark description. 

 

4.4.1.3. Worst-case timing analysis 

Static worst-case timing analysis was performed for the six benchmarks using the 

VISA specification. A detailed description of static timing analysis and the timing 

analysis framework, was developed by by Kiran Seth and Sibin Mohan, with my input 

regarding the VISA specification design [1]. 

4.4.1.4. Power modeling 

The Wattch power models [8] were modified to closely resemble the 

microarchitecture of contemporary superscalar processors. Instead of the original RUU-

based microarchitecture modeled by Wattch, we consider a separate physical register file, 

Average execution time (ms) 
benchmark # sub-tasks WCET (ms) 

simple AMP 

adpcm 16 3.34 2.43 0.648 

cnt 10 0.07 0.07 0.021 

fft 10 0.36 0.36 0.063 

lms 20 0.17 0.17 0.04 

mm 20 2.24 2.10 0.658 

srt 20 3.51 1.82 0.506 
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active list, issue queue, and load/store queue. To support dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), 

we built in support for an extrapolated Intel XScale DVS model with 37 

frequency/voltage pairs in the range of 100MHz/0.70V to 1GHz/1.8V [44]. During idle 

time, we operate at the minimum frequency/voltage since the overhead of switching into 

sleep modes is prohibitive on realistic architectures in the presence of real-time task-sets 

with periods as short as 10 ms.  

Since simple directly implements the VISA pipeline specification, its 

microarchitectural components (e.g., register file) are sized accordingly. Hence, it is more 

power-efficient than the simple mode of the AMP, which must still access larger 

microarchitectural components of the complex pipeline. Also, simple has less logic 

between pipeline stages compared to AMP. Hence, simple can be clocked faster than 

AMP for a given voltage. Using cycle time models from Palacharla et al. [49] and 

voltage-delay relationships [50], publicly available tools like CACTI, the ARM 7 specs 

as the basis for the simple processor, and the Power 4 specs as the basis for the complex 

processor, we estimated the frequency/voltage relations for the simple and the AMP. 

Based on this in-depth analysis, for the same voltage, the simple processor can be clocked 

23% faster than its complex counterpart. 

We then estimated the die sizes for the complex and simple processors, since die 

size affects certain power calculations in Wattch such as clock tree power. For the AMP, 

we used the die area of a single processor core in the Power 4 CMP. To come up with a 

die size for the simple, we use the die size of an ARM 7 (in the same technology as the 

Power 4) without caches, and later add the cache area as follows. Our complex and 

simple processors have the same cache configuration, except the number of cache ports 
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which significantly affects cache area. We take the total area of the Power 4 caches and 

scale this area down by a certain factor to get the total area of the ARM 7 caches, to 

reflect fewer ports in the simple processor’s caches. We get this scaling factor from the 

CACTI tool: scaling factor = (cache area with simple processor’s ports)/(cache area with 

complex processor’s ports). We then add the resulting cache area to the simple 

processor’s die size. Note that the estimated simple processor’s die size matches closely 

with an actual ARM 7 processor having the same cache configuration, corroborating our 

approach. We found that the complex processor is approximately 7 times larger in area 

than the simple processor. 

Figure 4-8 shows the intrinsic energy consumption of a simple processor and a 

AMP in a single cycle if all of its structures were active, both running at 1GHz. As 

expected, AMP consumes around 3 times more energy than simple at the same frequency. 

The energy is shown in terms of the energy consumed by the execution core, the caches, 

and the clock tree. 
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Figure 4-8. Energy comparison of simple processor and AMP. 

 

The execution core of the AMP consumes 5.6 times more energy than the 

execution core of simple. The caches in AMP consume more energy than the caches in 

simple because there are more ports in the AMP compared to simple (also due to voltage 

difference). Similarly, the clock power for the simple is around half of the clock power in 

AMP, again due to the difference in die sizes and the voltage difference for the same 

frequency. Figure 4-9 presents a more detailed breakdown of the energy consumption of 

the simple processor and AMP. 
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Figure 4-9. Detailed breakdown of energy consumption of the simple processor and 
AMP @ 1GHz. 

 

4.4.2. Saving power/energy consumption 

In this section, we investigate the power/energy savings yielded by the VISA 

framework. First, we show that the VISA framework is transparent to DVS algorithms 

and can be used with arbitrary DVS algorithms with no modifications to the DVS 

algorithms. Specifically, we show how the VISA framework can be integrated with the 

look-ahead EDF-DVS scheme and static frequency speculation. Then, we show the 

power/energy savings yielded by VISA.  

  

 

simple @1 Ghz AMP @1 Ghz 
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4.4.2.1. Transparency to DVS algorithms 

System software components such as task schedulers and DVS schedulers depend 

solely on the WCET for their analysis. They automatically assume that the WCET bound 

would be guaranteed by the underlying hardware. Since the VISA framework preserves 

the WCET abstraction, system software components are unaware of the underlying 

unsafe complex pipeline. However, they do observe the large amount of slack and they 

benefit from it without knowing the source of performance.  

Thus, the VISA framework, by virtue of preserving the WCET abstraction, is 

transparent to system software components. As such, the VISA framework can be safely 

used in conjunction with arbitrary DVS schemes. We demonstrate how two different 

DVS schemes, (1) lookahead EDF-DVS, and (2) static frequency speculation (modified 

in a novel way for multi-tasking), can be safely used with no modifications on an AMP 

augmented with the VISA framework. We then present the energy savings yielded by 

VISA in both the schemes. 

4.4.2.2. VISA with look-ahead EDF-DVS 

The lookahead EDF-DVS, proposed by Pillai and Shin, [28] is a DVS scheme that 

exploits inter-task slack to reduce power/energy. The key idea is to find the lowest 

frequency for the immediate next task while assuming that all other released tasks and to-

be released tasks are executed at the peak processor frequency.  

The DVS scheduler is invoked along with the task scheduler and it re-computes 

the frequency/voltage based on the amount of time available to finish the worst-case 
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amount of work remaining to be done. As such, the DVS scheme only needs information 

about the worst-case execution time and hence it can be used unmodified in the VISA 

framework. In this case, it would use the large amount of slack to reduce the 

frequency/voltage to yield large energy savings compared to an explicitly-safe simple 

processor, where the dynamic slack generated is less abundant. 

Figure 4-10 shows the frequency profile for a task-set, AMS, with three tasks 

adpcm, mm, and srt. The X-axis shows time in ms and the Y-axis shows the frequency. 

The vertical lines indicate task release points. The first graph of Figure 4-10 shows the 

frequency profile for AMP and the bottom graph of Figure 4-10 shows the frequency 

profile for simple. We see that the frequency for the VISA case is much less compared to 

the baseline case. Also, there is still a lot of dynamic slack (indicated by the white-space) 

in the VISA case that is not exploited by the lookahead EDF-DVS scheme.  
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Figure 4-10. Frequency profile for task-set AMS on  simple and AMP, both using lookahead 
EDF-DVS. 

 

4.4.2.2.1. Results 
We created various task-sets by combining the benchmarks presented in Table 

4-2. Each task-set has three tasks whose periods are indicated in Table 4-3.  
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Table 4-3. Task-sets for evaluating power/energy savings yielded by VISA. 

Task1 Task2 Task3 
Task-set 

P1 (ms) P2 (ms) P3 (ms) 

LCF 0.6 0.5 2.3 

CLS 0.6 0.62 10.5 

LMC 0.6 8.5 0.5 

ACL 10.5 0.6 0.6 

LFM 0.6 2.3 8.2 

MSL 9.0 11.0 0.7 

ASL 11.0 11.0 0.7 

ASC 11.0 11.0 0.6 

ASF 10.2 11.0 2.5 

AMS 10.0 9.0 11.0 

 
For example, task-set LCF is composed of lms, cnt, and fft, with periods of 0.6 

ms, 0.52 ms, and 2.0 ms, respectively. Task-sets were designed to obtain various mixes of 

small and large tasks. There is one task-set composed of all small tasks (LCF), one task-

set composed of all large tasks (AMS), four task-sets composed of one large and two 

small tasks (LFM, CLS, LMC, ACL), and four task-sets composed of one small and two 

large tasks (ASL, ASF, MSL, ASC).  

For the first set of experiments, task periods were randomly selected while 

ensuring that the task-set is schedulable by both simple, AMP with explicit padding, and 

AMP with dynamic headstart accrual. In the experiments that follow, each task-set is 

simulated for 50 ms. 
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First, we evaluate the savings yielded by the VISA framework in a real-time 

system employing the lookahead EDF-DVS scheme. Figure 4-11 shows average 

operating frequencies for simple and AMP (both explicit padding and dynamic headstart 

accrual), all three schemes using the lookahead EDF-DVS scheme. We see that the 

average frequencies for the 10 task-sets (260 MHz to 391 Mhz) for AMP is much less 

than the average frequencies (700 MHz to 832 Mhz) for simple. Figure 4-12 shows the 

energy savings yielded by a AMP processor with respect to simple, both using look-ahead 

EDF-DVS. We see that the energy savings range from 0% to 28% for AMP with respect 

to simple. We see that energy savings are not significant (in fact, there is a degradation in 

energy consumption for AMS), in spite of the lower frequencies in the AMP case. This is 

because the AMP is intrinsically more power-hungry than simple as seen in Section 

4.4.1.4. The reduction in frequency due to DVS in the complex case is not large enough 

to yield large savings compared to simple.  

Notice that the dynamic headstart accrual approach yields more energy savings 

than the explicit padding approach. Explicit padding causes the DVS algorithm to use 

padded WCETs for all future tasks when calculating the frequency. On the other hand, 

dynamic headstart accrual causes the DVS algorithm to use unpadded WCETs for all 

future tasks plus the headstart amount for the next task, when calculating the frequency. 

Because the perceived worst-case amount of work is less for the dynamic headstart 

accrual approach, it yields a lower average frequency than the explicit padding approach, 

as shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11. Average frequencies of simple and AMP, both using lookahead EDF-
DVS. 
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Figure 4-12. Energy savings of AMP over simple, both using lookahead EDF-DVS. 
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In these experiments, no checkpoints were missed in the case of AMP. This 

means that all tasks were executed using the complex mode, and the simple mode was not 

used at all. Though the complex mode is highly reliable, it is not provably safe, hence, the 

simple mode is needed to ensure that the WCET abstraction is preserved in unusual cases 

where the complex mode underperforms. 

4.4.2.3. VISA with frequency speculation 

Static frequency speculation [34] was proposed by Rotenberg to reduce 

frequency/voltage by exploiting the large difference between the actual execution time 

and worst-case execution time. Frequency speculation was originally proposed in the 

context of a single-task system. A task is executed at a low, unsafe speculative frequency 

based on actual execution time and if the low frequency is not sufficient to safely meet 

deadlines, then we switch to a higher, safe recovery frequency at which the task is 

guaranteed to finish before its deadline. 

Static frequency speculation also uses the notion of sub-tasks to gauge progress of 

a task while executing at the speculative frequency. The same checking mechanism used 

for checking progress on the complex mode is used to check progress at the speculative 

frequency. As such, no changes are needed to the static frequency speculation algorithm 

to be used in the VISA framework. 

4.4.2.3.1. Extending frequency speculation for multi-tasking systems 

The original frequency speculation algorithm uses a set of equations (Equation 

4-13) to compute the speculative and the recovery frequencies. The equations find the 
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minimum speculative and recovery frequencies assuming each sub-task is speculatively 

executed and misses its checkpoint. For each case, we assume that all sub-tasks prior to 

the sub-task that missed its checkpoint are successfully executed at the speculative 

frequency and all later sub-tasks are executed at the recovery frequency. Equation 4-13 

shows the case where sub-task i is assumed to miss its checkpoint. By solving the 

equation assuming every sub-task from the first sub-task to the last sub-task missed its 

checkpoint, we can derive a safe speculative and recovery frequency pair for the task.  
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Equation 4-13. Computing the speculative and recovery frequencies assuming sub-task i missed its checkpoint. 

 

Combining PET terms and WCET terms, the above equation can be rewritten as:  
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Equation 4-14. Simplified form of Equation 4-13. 

By moving the deadline term on the right-hand side to the left-hand side, we get the following equation.  
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Equation 4-15. Parameterized WCET in terms of speculative and recovery frequencies. 
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Equation 4-16. Deriving speculative and recovery frequencies for a task-set with N tasks, each having s sub-tasks, using 
EDF scheduling. 
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At a more basic level, the equations represent a parameterized form of the WCET 

of a task, i.e., WCET as a function of a pair of frequencies (in the context of frequency 

speculation). Realizing that it provides parameterized WCETs, we can now express task 

utilizations in terms of dual frequencies, too. Equation 4-15 expresses the utilization of a 

task using the parameterized WCET (we assume that the deadline is equal to the period). 

We realize that frequency speculation tries to stretch a task’s execution time until its 

deadline (or period). Since the original frequency speculation algorithm only considered a 

single task, frequency speculation was trying to make the task’s utilization to 1.  

Now, the dual-frequency-parameterized utilizations, combined with the 

traditional EDF feasibility test, can be used to compute the minimum 

speculative/recovery frequency pair at which the task-set as a whole is schedulable. 

Equation 4-16 shows the utilization test for a task-set with N tasks, each task having s 

sub-tasks. Each task’s WCET is represented in terms of the speculative and recovery 

frequencies. Dividing the task’s WCET by the period gives us the task’s utilization in 

terms of the speculative and recovery frequencies. Solving Equation 4-16, we can derive 

the lowest speculative, recovery frequency pair for which the task-set is schedulable by 

EDF. The key point is that there is a single speculative and recovery frequency pair for 

the entire task-set.  

Thus, we have extended static frequency speculation for multi-tasking systems. 

The disadvantage of the frequency speculation algorithm is that it compulsorily needs the 

headstart overhead for speculation. Hence, it is not (currently) compatible with the 

dynamic headstart accrual approach. Also, instruction-based checking (described in 
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Section 4.3.2) cannot be used for static frequency speculation, because static frequency 

speculation inherently needs sub-tasks for checking progress.  

Figure 4-13 shows the frequency profile for the same task-set (AMS) used in the 

previous section, this time using static frequency speculation. Notice that there is only 

one common speculative frequency for all the tasks in the task-set. The frequency for the 

AMP is much lesser compared to the frequency for the simple case. Also, notice that the 

amount of dynamic slack in the VISA case is lesser compared to the VISA case using 

lookahead EDF-DVS.  

 

Figure 4-13. Frequency profile for task-set AMS on the simple and AMP, both using 
static frequency speculation adapted for multi-tasking. 
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4.4.2.3.2. Results 
In the next set of experiments, we show the energy savings yielded by the VISA 

framework for static frequency speculation. The same 10 task-sets shown in Table 4-3 are 

used in these experiments. The speculative and recovery frequencies are computed offline 

and all tasks are speculatively executed at one single frequency (as opposed to lookahead 

EDF-DVS where the frequency is recomputed when the task scheduler is invoked). Once 

a checkpoint is missed, the remaining portion of that task instance is executed in the 

simple mode. Figure 4-14 shows the average frequencies for the 10 task-sets for both 

AMP and simple. We see that the average frequencies for the AMP (236 Mhz to 278 

Mhz) are lesser than the average frequencies for the simple (816 Mhz to 942 Mhz). 

Figure 4-15 shows the energy savings for AMP over simple. As expected, we see that the 

AMP yields 30% to 37% energy savings over simple. 
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Figure 4-14. Average frequencies for AMP over explicitly-safe simple, both using static 
frequency speculation. 

 
Looking at the average frequencies for the simple using lookahead EDF-DVS and 

simple using static frequency speculation, we see that the frequencies are much higher for 

simple using static frequency speculation compared to simple using lookahead EDF-

DVS. This is why we see larger savings in Figure 4-15 since both the complex and simple 

models use static frequency speculation. Figure 4-16 shows the energy savings yielded by 

AMP using static frequency speculation with respect to simple using lookahead EDF-

DVS. We see that the AMP using static frequency speculation yields 12% to 27% energy 

savings over simple using lookahead EDF-DVS. 
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Figure 4-15. Energy savings of AMP over simple, both using static frequency speculation. 
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Figure 4-16. Energy savings of AMP with static frequency speculation over simple with 
lookahead EDF-DVS. 
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4.4.3. Increasing throughput 

In this section, we present the throughput benefits yielded by the VISA 

framework for tasks other than the hard-real-time tasks. For example, mixed real-time 

tasks consist of sporadic tasks, periodic soft-real-time tasks, and non real-time tasks in 

addition to hard real-time tasks. Sporadic tasks are hard real-time tasks that are randomly 

released, and can be accepted or dropped at run-time based on the available slack in the 

schedule. Sporadic tasks, once accepted, have to complete before their deadlines. The 

second class of tasks includes periodic soft-real-time tasks. These tasks are not accounted 

for in the worst-case utilization and no guarantees are provided for these tasks. Hence, it 

is possible that some task instances may be dropped or delayed. 

Employing the VISA framework typically creates an abundance of dynamic slack. 

Our conjecture is that sporadic tasks stand a better chance of acceptance in a system 

equipped with VISA, compared to a system without it. Similarly, large amounts of 

dynamic slack imply that periodic soft-real-time and other non-hard-real time tasks are 

less likely to be dropped or delayed.  

We created base task-sets by combining pairs of periodic hard-real-time tasks, 

shown in Table 4-4. These base task-sets are augmented with sporadic hard-real-time, 

periodic soft-real-time, and non-real-time tasks. Only the base task-sets are shown in the 

table because only periodic hard-real-time tasks affect the worst-case utilization. Task-

sets are named by enumerating the first letters of hard-real-time tasks, the two periodic 

tasks listed first followed by sporadic tasks if present. Example: ASL uses adpcm and srt 

as the two periodic hard-real-time tasks and lms as a sporadic hard-real-time task. MPEG 

and gcc (the latter from SPEC2K) are always used for periodic soft-real-time and non-
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real-time tasks, respectively, and so are not enumerated explicitly. Periods of the periodic 

hard-real-time tasks (P1 and P2) were chosen to achieve a worst-case utilization (Umax) of 

1 for the VISA case.  

Notice that the worst-case utilization for simple is less, because its WCETs are not 

padded. Thus, simple initially has an advantage by virtue of having static slack in the 

schedule.  

In our experiments, we consider two different models: (1) traditional multi-

threading, in which hard-real-time tasks are given priority and soft-real-time and other 

non-real-time tasks are attempted only after the hard-real-time tasks complete and (2) 

simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) [37], in which hard-real-time tasks are executed 

simultaneously with soft-real-time and other non-real-time tasks. In the SMT model, if a 

checkpoint for a hard-real-time task is missed, then the AMP is reconfigured to the 

simple mode and SMT is disabled. 
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Table 4-4. Task-sets for evaluating throughput benefits yielded by VISA.  

task1 task2 Umax 

Base task-set 
name P1(ms) name P2(ms)  simple AMP 

AS adpcm 4.64 Srt 19.39 0.87 1.0 

AM adpcm 19.37 Mm 2.95 0.85 1.0 

MS mm 2.95 Srt 19.39 0.91 1.0 

FC Fft 0.83 Cnt 0.91 0.85 1.0 

MC mm 2.95 Cnt 0.91 0.86 1.0 

AL adpcm 4.64 Lms 1.02 0.87 1.0 

LF lms 0.25 Fft 3.45 0.85 1.0 

ML mm 2.95 Lms 1.02 0.88 1.0 

LC lms 0.25 Cnt 0.91 0.88 1.0 

SL srt 4.41 Lms 1.02 0.88 1.0 

 
We simulated all base task-sets (composed of only periodic hard-real-time tasks) 

for 100 ms. The first key result is that no hard deadlines are missed, for both simple and 

AMP, as expected. In the sections that follow, we present results of adding sporadic, and 

soft-real-time to the base task-sets, using a fixed simulation time of 100 ms. In all cases, 

no hard deadlines were missed. 

4.4.3.1. Sporadic tasks 

In this section, we add a single sporadic hard-real-time task to each of the base 

task-sets. The last letter enumerated in the task-set name corresponds to the sporadic task. 

The sporadic task is randomly released. We limit the number of acceptance tests to 100 in 
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the 100 ms simulation timeframe, so that the acceptance test can be accounted for in the 

utilization. 

Since AMP finishes periodic hard real-time tasks much faster than simple 

(generating considerable slack in the schedule), the likelihood of a sporadic task getting 

accepted is greater for AMP than simple. The results confirm this. Figure 4-17 (a) shows 

the percentage of sporadic tasks accepted by simple and AMP for various task-sets. As 

expected, AMP accepts 2.4 to 16 times more sporadic tasks than simple. Figure 4-17 (b) 

shows that the residual idle time remains high even with sporadic tasks, for simple (due to 

low acceptance) and AMP (due to low actual utilization by them). However, AMP 

exhibits far more residual idle time, which can be used for soft real-time tasks. 
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Figure 4-17. (a) Percentage of sporadic tasks accepted and (b) idle time percentage. 

 

An interesting observation is that task-sets with large periodic tasks yield higher 

acceptance rates than task-sets with small periodic tasks, for the same sporadic task and 

same worst-case utilization. For a given utilization, a small periodic task has a shorter 

period compared to a large periodic task, i.e., it is released more frequently. Thus, a 

single release of the large periodic task corresponds to multiple evenly distributed 

releases of the small periodic task. The large task completes quickly on the complex 

processor, making a large amount of idle time evident. On the other hand, while the first 

instance of the small task finishes even quicker, there are many remaining releases and 

hence future WCETs. These remaining releases effectively defer the accrual of slack, 

since the complex processor is not allowed to dispense with the WCETs until the 
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releases. This effect is evident in our results. For example, although ASL (adpcm and srt 

are large) and FCL (fft and cnt are small) have the same sporadic task, ASL accepts more 

sporadic tasks (79%) compared to FCL (48%). 

Figure 4-17 (a) also shows that task-sets with small sporadic tasks (lms, cnt, and 

fft) have a higher acceptance rate than task-sets with large sporadic tasks (mm, srt, and 

adpcm). This is to be expected, since smaller sporadic tasks are more likely to fit in the 

schedule at any given moment. We further investigate the impact of the size of sporadic 

tasks (in terms of WCET) on the acceptance rate. For a given base task-set, we attempt 

three successively larger sporadic tasks. Note that the worst-case utilization is not 

affected by the size of the sporadic task since it is not considered a priori. Figure 4-18 

shows the percentage of sporadic tasks accepted by simple and AMP for successively 

larger sporadic tasks in three base task-sets (FC, AS, AL). For all base task-sets, the 

acceptance rate decreases for both simple and AMP as the sporadic task gets larger. Since 

the slack available to schedule the sporadic task is the same in all three cases, the 

acceptance rate is higher for small sporadic tasks compared to large ones. Nonetheless, 

AMP still has a higher acceptance rate than simple, even for large sporadic tasks. 
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Figure 4-18. Acceptance rate for successively larger sporadic tasks, for 3 base task-sets (FC, 
AS, AL). 

4.4.3.2. Soft real-time tasks 

We now consider a mixed system with two periodic hard-real-time tasks and one 

periodic soft-real-time task. Sporadic tasks are not included in these experiments. The 

periodic soft-real-time task is an MPEG decoder. MPEG frames are released at the 

constant rate of 300 frames/second, which yields 30 total frames in our 100 ms 

simulation timeframe. If a new frame is released before the current frame is done, the 

new frame is dropped. 

Figure 4-19 (a) shows the percentage of MPEG frames successfully serviced by 

simple, AMP, and AMP-smt. For AMP-smt, we investigate three different fetch policies: 

priority for the hard real-time task (PRIO), round-robin (RR), and ICOUNT (ICNT). For 
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the PRIO policy, when choosing among multiple soft real-time tasks (we consider more 

than one soft real-time task later), we give priority to the one with the earliest deadline. 

AMP and all AMP-smt models always perform better than simple. Simple drops 

63% to 90% of MPEG frames. No MPEG frames are dropped by AMP, AMP-smt (RR), 

and AMP-smt (PRIO) for all 10 task-sets. However, interestingly, 3% to 27% of frames 

are dropped by AMP-smt (ICNT). The ICOUNT fetch policy causes some checkpoints to 

be missed by the currently-executing hard real-time task. Apparently, in several cases, the 

soft real-time task steals enough resources away from the hard real-time task to cause it 

to be less timely than the VISA. The processor reverts to the simple mode of operation to 

ensure the WCET bound is still respected. This significantly delays completion of the 

current MPEG frame (the thread is suspended) and the next released frame gets dropped. 

Note that although the hard real-time task missed some checkpoints, no hard deadlines 

were compromised as should be the case with VISA protection mechanisms in place. We 

conclude that policies that attempt to maximize throughput (such as ICOUNT) should be 

balanced with the need for minimum forward progress by the hard real-time task – just 

enough to be as timely as the VISA. 
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Figure 4-19. (a) Percentage of MPEG frames successfully serviced and (b) idle time 
percentage. (Results are for a single periodic soft-real-time task.) 
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Figure 4-19 (b) shows the residual idle time percentage for the various models. 

AMP and AMP-smt (PRIO) have the most residual idle time (51% and 51% on average). 

AMP-smt (RR) and AMP-smt (ICNT) are next, with average idle time percentages of 47% 

and 37%, respectively.  

Next, we consider two periodic soft-real-time tasks (two MPEG tasks) instead of 

only one. Figure 4-20 (a) shows the percentage of MPEG frames successfully serviced 

for the two MPEG tasks, with frame rates of 25 and 30 frames per 100ms, respectively. 

Though the complex models service more frames than simple, 6% to 89% frames are 

dropped by the complex models. This is due to contention between the two MPEG tasks 

as well as missed checkpoints. As before, AMP and AMP-smt (PRIO) have the highest 

percentage of MPEG frames serviced (91% and 89%, on average), followed by AMP-smt 

(RR) (69% on average), and AMP-smt (ICNT) (20% on average). 
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Figure 4-20. (a) Percentage of MPEG frames successfully serviced, and (b) idle time 
percentage. (Results are for two periodic soft-real-time tasks.) 

4.4.3.3. Sporadic and soft real-time tasks 

We now consider mixed systems with two periodic hard-real-time tasks, one 

sporadic hard-real-time task, and one periodic soft-real-time task. 

Figure 4-21 (a) shows the percentage of sporadic tasks accepted by simple, AMP, 

and AMP-smt (for three fetch policies). All complex models have higher acceptance rates 

than simple, for all task-sets. AMP-smt (RR) and AMP-smt (ICNT) have lower acceptance 

rates compared to AMP and AMP-smt (PRIO). SMT slows the execution of individual 

tasks, including the periodic hard-real-time tasks. The acceptance test estimates the 

amount of worst-case work remaining among released hard real-time tasks, taking into 

consideration already-completed sub-tasks. AMP-smt (RR) and AMP-smt (ICNT) have 
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lower acceptance rates because they exhibit more residual worst-case work as compared 

to AMP and AMP-smt (PRIO). By slowing execution of periodic hard-real-time tasks, 

AMP-smt (RR) and AMP-smt (ICNT) indirectly prioritize soft real-time tasks over 

sporadic tasks. 

Figure 4-21 (b) shows percentages of MPEG frames serviced. Simple has the 

lowest percentage of serviced frames. No frames are dropped by AMP, AMP-smt (RR), 

and AMP-smt (PRIO), whereas 3% to 27% of frames are dropped by AMP-smt (ICNT). 

As observed in the previous section, AMP-smt (ICNT) induces from 1 to 30 missed 

checkpoints, causing the complex processor to switch to simple mode as often. This 

causes the current frame to be deferred and the next frame to be dropped. Indeed, further 

analysis revealed that dropped frames were those released just after mispredictions. 
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Figure 4-21. (a) Percentage of sporadic tasks accepted and (b) percentage of MPEG frames 
serviced. 

4.4.3.4. Sporadic, soft real-time, and non-real-time tasks 

There is still considerable un-reclaimed slack in the VISA-compliant complex 

models. Accordingly, in this section, we use the same mix of real-time tasks as in the 

previous section but add a non-real-time “background” application. This gives task-sets 

composed of two periodic hard-real-time tasks, one sporadic hard-real-time task, one 

periodic soft-real-time task, and a background application. For the background 

application, we use the gcc benchmark from the SPEC2000 integer benchmark suite. 

Figure 4-22 (a)-(c) shows sporadic acceptance rate, percentage of MPEG frames 

successfully completed, and number of non-real-time (gcc) instructions committed, 

respectively. For sporadic tasks and MPEG frames, we observe the same trends as before. 
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As expected, the complex models commit from 31 to 201 times more instructions of the 

background application than simple. AMP-smt (RR) and AMP-smt (ICNT) drop more 

MPEG frames compared to AMP and AMP-smt (PRIO). This is because the soft real-

time task is given priority over the background application in AMP and AMP-smt 

(PRIO). This is also reflected in the number of committed instructions of the background 

application. On average, AMP-smt (RR) and AMP-smt (ICNT) commit 6 times and 4 

times more gcc instructions than AMP, and 4 times and 2 times more than AMP-smt 

(PRIO). 
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Figure 4-22. (a) Percentage of sporadic tasks accepted, (b) percentage of MPEG frames 
successfully serviced, and (c) number of instructions committed for the non-real-time task. 

4.4.4. Improving fault-tolerance 

The final application of the VISA framework is in the area of fault tolerance. 

Real-time systems are expected to function correctly in harsh, fault-inducing 

environments. Given their critical nature, it is important that such systems are not 

impacted by transient faults. Thus, detecting and recovering from faults in a timely 

fashion are important characteristics that should be designed into real-time systems. Fault 

detection involves running redundant copies of tasks and comparing the results. Also, 

tasks might have to be re-executed if faults are detected. Running multiple copies of a 

task and/or re-executing a task before its deadline in the event of a fault implies that 

additional time might have to be budgeted in the schedule, reducing schedulability. 
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The VISA framework may be ideally suited to meet fault-tolerance requirements. 

The high-performing nature of the complex mode may significantly mitigate the time 

overhead of fault detection and recovery. There are various design choices to be explored 

for the complex mode. For example, we can execute each sub-task of a task twice in the 

complex mode (time redundancy) and compare the outputs. If the outputs of the two runs 

match, we can continue in complex mode. If the outputs do not match, we assume a fault 

occurred and switch to simple mode and re-execute the sub-task (third try, for voting). 

When a fault is detected, we must switch to the simple mode because the amount of 

headstart padding is sufficient only for two trials on the complex mode (unless we pad for 

more trials, if we want to continue executing in the complex mode). The remaining sub-

tasks are executed in simple mode. In this model, we assume that each task instance can 

withstand a single fault.  

Another design choice for the complex mode is a simultaneous multithreaded 

(SMT) processor, possibly in AR-SMT [51] or SRT [52] fashion. Two copies of a task 

are executed simultaneously and the outputs are checked at sub-task boundaries or lock-

step checking is performed on an instruction-by-instruction basis. If the outputs do not 

match, a fault is detected and we re-execute the task. Integrating fault tolerance might 

inflate the WCET slightly, reducing overall schedulability. But, we expect the increase in 

WCET to be relatively small (compared to the corresponding increase if a conventional 

simple pipeline were to be used) since the extra padding will be impacted by the 

execution time on the much faster complex mode. 

Investigating the fault-tolerant aspects of VISA is left for future work. 
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Chapter 5 Non-Uniform Program Analysis  

In the previous chapter, I described the Virtual Simple Architecture in detail. The 

VISA framework is a speculative technique that allows unanalyzable high-performance 

complex microarchitecture components to be safely used at run-time. VISA exploits 

high-performance components to create large amounts of dynamic slack that can be used 

to reduce power consumption and/or increase functionality. The deficiency of the VISA 

framework is that high-performance features cannot be exploited to reduce tasks’ WCETs 

since WCETs are derived in the context of the simple proxy. 

In this chapter, I propose a new technique called Non-Uniform Program Analysis 

(NUPA) that overcomes VISA’s limitation and exploits high-performance features of the 

reconfigurable AMP to lower tasks WCETs. A key realization is that some program 

segments can be easily analyzed in the context of a high-performance complex pipeline 

using existing timing analysis techniques such as simulation or static analysis. For 

example, a program segment with a single control-flow path and no variable latency 

instructions has a single input-independent execution schedule. Hence, deriving the 

WCET of this program segment is trivial even on a complex pipeline – simple simulation 

or static timing analysis can accurately derive the WCET of this program segment. 

However, other program segments with multiple control-flow paths may not lend 

themselves to easy timing analysis on the complex pipeline. In conventional timing 

analysis, if a part of the program – even a small part – cannot be analyzed in the context 
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of a complex pipeline, then this small part and the entire program as well are instead 

analyzed in the context of a simple pipeline.  

NUPA is a flexible timing analysis strategy, enabled by the reconfigurable AMP, 

where different program segments are analyzed on different pipeline models. At run-

time, the NUPA-compliant AMP is reconfigured to match the analysis, thereby ensuring 

that tasks’ WCETs are preserved. The key idea behind NUPA is to match each 

program segment to the pipeline that is most suited for that program segment, in 

terms of a tight WCET and easy analysis. 

In this dissertation, I present an example NUPA framework (Section 5.1) where 

program segments are analyzed based on the nature of the control-flow found in these 

segments. Similar to the VISA framework, the NUPA framework is also composed of 

three parts: (1) the timing analysis framework which derives tasks’ WCET (Section 

5.1.1), (2) a NUPA-compliant AMP as the execution substrate, and (3) the run-time 

framework which is responsible for reconfiguring the AMP to match the analysis 

(Section 5.1.2).  

The timing analysis framework is responsible for dividing a task into segments 

and analyzing these segments to derive the task’s WCET. Our timing analysis framework 

uses simulation to analyze program segments with simple control-flow in the context of a 

complex pipeline (Section 5.1.1.1) and conventional static timing analysis to analyze 

program segments with complex control-flow in the context of a simple pipeline (Section 

5.1.1.2). Switching between different program segments/pipeline modes may require 

flushing/draining some hardware structures to be consistent with the assumptions made 
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by timing analysis. These initialization overheads are described in Section 5.1.1.3.  

Finally, in Section 5.1.1.4, I discuss an automated WCET tool that uses NUPA concepts 

to compose tasks’ overall WCETs. 

The reconfigurable AMP which supports different pipeline modes that match the 

pipeline models used by timing analysis is described in Section 4.2. 

The NUPA run-time framework is presented in Section 5.1.2. 

In Section 5.1.3, we present some limitations of the current NUPA framework. 

While deriving a task’s WCET, timing analysis implicitly assumes that the task 

execution is not interrupted. However, at run-time, a task may be pre-empted by higher 

priority tasks. Pre-emptions may violate some of the assumptions made by timing 

analysis. In Section 5.1.4, we describe how we account for pre-emptions. Note that this is 

a general timing analysis problem, not particular to NUPA. 

In some programs, frequent switching between different pipeline modes may 

result in NUPA overheads nullifying any gains yielded by the complex mode. In such 

cases, it is best to use a single pipeline mode – the simple mode of the AMP – for the 

entire program. On the other hand, some programs may be analyzed entirely in the 

context of the complex pipeline. So, for a given task-set, some tasks may be analyzed in 

the context of the complex mode, while other tasks may be analyzed in the context of the 

simple mode. This is also an example of NUPA at the task-set level where different tasks 

are analyzed for different pipelines, but a given task is analyzed entirely in the context of 

a single pipeline. Task-set NUPA is described in Section 5.1.5. In this dissertation, I only 

present results for task-set level NUPA. Building a timing analysis framework that 
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integrates simulation and static timing analysis to support NUPA within a task is left as 

future work. Results for task-set level NUPA are described in Section 5.1.6.  

Note that NUPA and VISA are orthogonal techniques. NUPA exploits high-

performance techniques to lower tasks’ WCETs, while VISA exploits high-performance 

techniques to yield large amounts of dynamic slack. These two techniques are 

complementary and can work together quite nicely. I show how NUPA and VISA can be 

combined in Section 5.2. 

5.1. NUPA framework 

The NUPA framework consists of two components: (1) the timing analysis 

framework that derives tasks’ WCETs and (2) the run-time framework that ensures that 

tasks’ WCETs are preserved. 

5.1.1. NUPA timing analysis framework 

The objective of the NUPA framework is to exploit complex high-performance 

microarchitecture techniques to lower a task’s WCET compared to the WCET of the task 

on a fully analyzable but low-performance simple pipeline. Accordingly, the NUPA 

timing analysis is responsible for dividing a program into program segments and 

choosing the best timing analysis strategy for each program segment, with the objective 

of minimizing the overall task WCET. 

In the example NUPA presented in this dissertation, I use control-flow as the 

basis for dividing programs into segments. The key realization is that program segments 

with a single flow of control can be analyzed even on a complex out-of-order pipeline 
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(assuming that there are no variable-latency instructions). However, program segments 

with multiple flows of control cannot be analyzed in the context of a complex pipeline. 

Nonetheless, they can still be analyzed in the context of a simple pipeline. With this 

strategy in mind, a program is divided into multiple smaller segments based on the nature 

of control-flow and presence of instructions with variable/unknown latencies. Program 

segments with no branches or input-independent branches have a single path (i.e., a 

single feasible path), and segments with input-dependent branches have multiple paths 

(i.e., multiple feasible paths). Path clustering [46] can be used to classify program 

segments based on the nature of control-flow.  

In our example NUPA, I use two pipeline models (scalar in-order with static 

branch prediction and superscalar out-of-order with dynamic branch prediction) and two 

timing analysis techniques (simulation and static timing analysis). In general, the NUPA 

can support many different pipeline models as long as these pipelines can be handled by 

timing analysis. 

I illustrate our example NUPA using the example control-flow graph (CFG) in 

Figure 5-1. The CFG shows two types of control-flow. In the top portion of the CFG, 

there is a single control-flow path. In the lower portion of the CFG, there are multiple 

control-flow paths. On the right-hand side of the figure, I show NUPA. Since there is a 

single path through the top part of the CFG, it is analyzed in the context of the complex 

pipeline. The remaining part of the CFG is composed of multiple control-flow paths and 

it is analyzed in the context of the simple pipeline. Contrast this with conventional timing 

analysis (shown on the left-hand side of Figure 5-1), where the entire program is 

analyzed on a simple pipeline. NUPA can exploit the high-performance complex pipeline 
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to reduce the WCETs of program segments with single control-flow paths, compared to 

corresponding WCETs derived by conventional analysis, which uses the simple pipeline 

uniformly. 

 

Figure 5-1. Non-uniform program analysis vs. conventional timing analysis. 

 

5.1.1.1. Analyzing single control-flow paths 

Program segments with a single flow of control and no variable-latency 

instructions show no variation in the dynamic instruction stream. Since there is no 

variation in the dynamic instruction stream, the order in which instructions are processed 

is fixed (assuming no variable latency instructions) and does not change with the 

programs’ input, for a give pipeline. Thus, such a program segment has a single input-

independent execution schedule and hence a single input-independent execution time for 

a given pipeline. Now, simulation on a cycle-accurate simulator of the pipeline or direct 
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execution on the actual hardware can be used to construct the execution schedule and 

thereby derive the execution time.   

I exploit this property in the NUPA framework. Program segments with a single 

control-flow path are analyzed via simulation in the context of a superscalar out-of-order 

pipeline. Note that this property of a constant execution schedule only holds if the 

microarchitectural state of the pipeline at the entrance to the program segment is constant 

across program runs. Microarchitectural state includes the state of the pipeline, branch 

predictor, and caches. If the starting microarchitectural state is different, then a program 

segment could potentially have multiple execution schedules even if it has a single 

feasible path. Since the program segment can be reached from many possible paths, it is 

impossible to accurately predict the microarchitecture state at the beginning of the 

program segment. So, in our analysis, I assume that the pipeline is drained at the 

beginning of a program segment. Also, the caches and branch predictor are flushed at the 

beginning of a program segment. 

5.1.1.2. Analyzing multiple control-flow paths 

While program segments with a single control-flow path can be analyzed in the 

context of the high-performance complex pipeline, it is very difficult to analyze program 

segments with multiple control-flow paths in the context of the complex pipeline. Hence, 

we cannot use the high-performance complex pipeline for these segments. Fortunately, 

program segments with multiple control-flow paths can be analyzed using static timing 

analysis in the context of a scalar in-order pipeline with static branch prediction.  
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Accordingly, in our NUPA framework, I use static timing analysis to analyze 

program segments with multiple control-flow paths in the context of the simple pipeline 

mentioned above. Also, static timing analysis assumes that the microarchitectural state at 

the starting of a program segment is known. Since predicting the starting 

microarchitectural state is intractable, I assume that the pipeline is drained and the caches 

are flushed at the start of the program segment. The dynamic branch predictor need not 

be flushed since the simple mode uses static branch prediction and does not access the 

dynamic branch predictor. 

5.1.1.3. Switching overheads 

As mentioned in the previous section, switching between pipeline modes incurs 

some overheads. At the start of a new program segment, the pipeline has to be drained 

and dynamic structures such as the caches and branch predictor have to be flushed to 

ensure a known microarchitectural state. Then, the pipeline has to be reconfigured to the 

mode for which the next program segment was analyzed. Since these overheads will 

actually be incurred at run-time, they have to be budgeted in the worst-case execution 

time. Accordingly, the overheads of draining the pipeline, flushing the hardware 

structures, and reconfiguring the pipeline to the appropriate mode are added to the WCET 

of the program segment. 

5.1.1.4. Composing the overall WCET  

After program segments have been identified, a WCET tool is used to derive the 

overall task WCET. This tool can be implemented as a pass in the compiler framework. 
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The objective of the WCET tool is to exploit non-uniform program analysis to derive the 

best WCET for the task.  

I propose a sophisticated WCET tool that computes WCETs using the different 

possible timing analysis strategies/pipeline models and then choosing the strategy that 

yields the lowest WCET. For example, the tool would first compute the WCET of the 

entire program in the context of the simple mode (similar to conventional timing 

analysis). If the entire program can be analyzed for the complex mode, the tool would 

then try to compute the program’s WCET in the context of the complex mode. The mode 

that yields the smaller WCET is then chosen. If the program cannot be fully analyzed in 

the context of the complex mode, the WCET tool tries to analyze individual program 

segment for the simple and complex modes. Program segments that cannot be analyzed 

on the complex mode are analyzed on the simple mode. For program segments that are 

analyzed on both segments, the tool chooses the pipeline mode that yields the lowest 

WCET. Intuition tells us that the complex mode is more likely to be chosen over the 

simple mode because the complex mode includes high-performance techniques.  

Then, the tool tries to compose the WCET of adjacent program segments. If 

adjacent program segments are analyzed on different pipeline modes, then the switching 

overheads are included in the overall WCET of the two program segments. This adjusted 

WCET is then compared to the combined WCET of the two program segments on the 

simple mode. If the adjusted WCET is greater than the WCET of the two program 

segments on the simple mode, it means that the overhead of switching offsets the benefits 

of using the complex mode. In this case, the tool consolidates the two program segments 

into one segment and selects the simple mode for the new consolidated program segment. 
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(A subtle point is that I do not compare the adjusted WCET with the combined WCET of 

the two program segments on the complex mode. The fact that there exist two program 

segments suggests that one of the program segments cannot be analyzed on the complex 

mode – if both program segments can be analyzed on the complex mode, then there 

would be a single program segment and not two segments.) 

This process is repeated until the WCET for the entire program is computed. The 

final program is composed of program segments that are analyzed on different pipeline 

modes. The ISA is augmented with a special “switch” instruction. The switch instruction 

is inserted at the beginning of each program segment indicating that the pipeline has to be 

reconfigured at that point. The instruction also encodes the pipeline mode to switch to for 

the corresponding program segment. 

The WCET tool proposed above is yet to be implemented. Developing a timing 

analysis framework that is integrated with the compiler is left as future work.  

5.1.2. NUPA run-time framework 

The NUPA run-time framework is responsible for reconfiguring the AMP to 

match the non-uniform analysis. At the start of each program segment, the NUPA run-

time framework (1) drains the pipeline, (2) flushes dynamic hardware structures such as 

caches and branch predictors to ensure that the microarchitecture state is consistent with 

timing analysis assumptions, and (3) generates enable/disable signals for different 

hardware components according to the mode in which the next program segment is going 

to be executed. 
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The NUPA-compliant AMP is described in Section 5.1.2.1. In Section 5.1.2.2, I 

describe the sequence of events that occur when the AMP is reconfigured.   

5.1.2.1. NUPA-compliant AMP 

The NUPA-compliant AMP presented in this dissertation is similar to the VISA-

compliant AMP. The NUPA-compliant AMP has two operating modes: (1) a high-

performance complex mode that features out-of-order execution, multiple-issue, and (2) a 

simple mode that features in-order execution, single-issue, and static branch prediction. 

Since the NUPA-compliant AMP is identical to the VISA-compliant AMP 

(described in Section 4.2), I refrain from describing the NUPA-compliant AMP once 

again. The interested reader may refer to Section 4.2 for a thorough description of the 

AMP. 

5.1.2.2. Switching modes 

Recall that the compiler inserts a special “switch” instruction at the start of every 

program segment. At run-time, the NUPA run-time framework uses this switch 

instruction as the indication to reconfigure the AMP. As soon as the switch instruction is 

fetched, the fetch unit is stalled, i.e., no new instructions are fetched. When the switch 

instruction retires, the pipeline looks as though it has been drained because no new 

instructions have been fetched after the switch instruction – the pipeline is empty. At this 

point, the caches and branch predictor and other dynamic hardware structures are flushed. 

Recall that the switch instruction also specifies the mode to which the pipeline is to be 

reconfigured to. A special memory mapped register called the pipeline mode register 
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contains information about the current pipeline mode. The switch instruction writes the 

pipeline mode register to reflect the pipeline mode for the next program segment. The 

AMP is then reconfigured to the appropriate mode. Once the AMP is reconfigured, the 

fetch unit is enabled and new instructions are fetched.    

5.1.3. NUPA limitations 

Variable-latency instructions, for example, memory accesses, multiply 

instructions, and floating-point divide instructions, can lead to different execution times 

in spite of a single-feasible path. For this work, I assume the worst-case latency for all 

variable-latency arithmetic instructions, independent of the program’s input. For memory 

accesses, cache locking or software-managed scratch-pad memories can be used to 

guarantee a constant latency [53]. One possible solution is to always use the static timing 

analysis on the simple mode for program segments with variable-latency instructions, 

irrespective of whether regions have a single-feasible path or multiple feasible paths. This 

solution, while safe, is a low performance solution because it increases the number of 

program segments analyzed on the simple mode, thereby reducing the opportunity to 

exploit the complex mode.  

A second limitation of the example NUPA framework is that it is dependent on 

the control-flow found in programs. If programs have few program segments with a 

single control-flow path, then the complex mode will be used infrequently since most of 

the program must be analyzed in the context of the simple mode. I propose a new 

technique called Repeatable Execution Constraints (Section 6.1) that can greatly increase 

the number of segments to be analyzed in the context of the complex mode.  
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5.1.4. Accounting for pre-emptions 

When computing a task’s WCET, worst-case timing analysis assumes that the 

task executes from start to finish without any interruptions. This is not the case in multi-

tasking real-time systems where low-priority tasks are pre-empted by high-priority tasks. 

Task pre-emptions pose a difficult problem for timing analysis. Timing analysis assumes 

a certain microarchitectural pipeline state when it computes a task’s WCET. However, at 

run-time, the task may be pre-empted by another task. When the pre-empted task is later 

resumed, the microarchitectural state is changed by the pre-empted task and this new 

microarchitectural state may affect execution of the resumed task such that actual 

execution may exceed the resumed task’s WCET.  

Accounting for pre-emptions during timing analysis is an extremely complex 

problem. Timing analysis has to figure out the microarchitectural state when a task is 

resumed. When analyzing a task, timing analysis has to figure out all possible tasks that 

may pre-empt this task and the microarchitectural state at the end of those tasks. The 

problem is further complicated by the fact that timing analysis also has to figure out the 

exact place in the task when it will be pre-empted. In a multi-tasking real-time system 

with dynamic priorities, accounting for the effects of pre-emptions on the 

microarchitecture state is impossible. 

There are two potential solutions to this problem: The first solution is to save the 

microarchitectural state (the state of the pipeline, the cache, the branch predictor, etc.) 

when a task is pre-empted and restore the state when the task is resumed. This is a 

potentially expensive solution both in terms of the space required to store the entire 
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microarchitectural state and the time needed to save and restore the entire 

microarchitectural state. We do not advocate this solution.  

The second solution to this problem is to partition the hardware structures. For 

example, the cache and the dynamic branch predictor can be partitioned among the 

different tasks. Each task only accesses its partition at run-time. This will ensure that the 

state of the dynamic structures (caches and branch predictor) for a task cannot be 

accessed by other tasks and all assumptions made by timing analysis are valid. The 

penalty of draining and refilling the pipeline can also be accounted for safely using the 

technique described below. A key realization is that each pre-emption involves a call to 

the task scheduler. Every task instance invokes the scheduler at most twice: (1) when the 

task is released and (2) when the task is completed. By adding the pipeline drain and 

refill penalty twice to the WCET of each task, the pipeline drain problem can be taken 

care of.  

The downside of partitioning hardware structures to account for pre-emptions is 

that the effective sizes of the caches and branch predictor available for a given task is 

greatly reduced (even more so if there are many tasks in the task-set).  

5.1.5. Task-set level NUPA 

As mentioned in Section 5.1.3, NUPA can be applied at the task-set level also. In 

task-set level NUPA, some tasks in a task-set are entirely analyzed in the context of the 

complex mode and remaining tasks are entirely analyzed in the context of the simple 

mode. Thus, the pipeline has to be reconfigured only at task boundaries and not within a 

task. Since this technique eliminates switching pipeline modes within a task, the 
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switching overhead is greatly reduced. In fact, the switching overheads need to be 

accounted for twice as explained in the previous section: (1) when the task is released, 

and (2) when the task completes. 

While task-set level NUPA reduces the switching overhead, the downside of this 

technique is that tasks that are analyzed on the complex mode must be entirely analyzable 

on the complex mode. If the entire task cannot be analyzed in the context of the complex 

pipeline, then the task must be analyzed in the context of the simple pipeline. According 

to Ernst and Ye, a majority of embedded programs are composed of simple control flow 

[46] and hence can be entirely analyzed in the context of the complex mode. In this 

dissertation, I present results for task-set NUPA.  

5.1.6. Results 

I demonstrate task-set level NUPA using 4 benchmarks from the C-Lab 

benchmark suite. All 4 tasks have a single-feasible path and can be analyzed via 

simulation on the complex mode. Table 5-1 shows the WCETs of the 4 tasks on the 

simple mode (derived via static analysis) and the complex mode (derived via simulation 

with arbitrary inputs). The last column shows the % reduction in WCET yielded by the 

complex mode w. r. t. the simple mode. The reduction in WCET ranges from 69% to 

83% for the 4 tasks. 

Table 5-1. WCETs using task-set level NUPA. 

WCET (ms) Task Simple Complex 
% reduction in  

WCET w.r.t. simple 
CNT 0.07 0.02 71% 
FFT 0.36 0.06 83% 
LMS 0.17 0.04 76% 
MM 2.1 0.66 69% 
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5.2. Combining VISA and NUPA 

In this section, I show how VISA and NUPA are complementary techniques and 

can be used together. I saw that both VISA and NUPA exploit high-performance features 

in different ways. VISA is a speculative technique that uses unanalyzable high-

performance features at run-time to generate large amounts of dynamic slack, while 

tasks’ WCETs are computed using a simple proxy. NUPA is a non-speculative technique 

that actually analyzes program segments in the context of these high-performance 

features, thereby reducing the overall WCET. In NUPA, some program segments are 

analyzed in the context of a complex pipeline, while other program segments are 

analyzed in the context of a simple pipeline. Program segments that are analyzed in the 

context of the complex pipeline are executed on the complex mode of the AMP that 

matches the complex pipeline and program segments that are analyzed in the context of 

the simple pipeline are executed on the simple mode of the AMP.  

A key realization is that the VISA framework can be applied to program segments 

that are analyzed in the context of the simple mode. In vanilla NUPA, program segments 

that are analyzed in the context of the simple pipeline are executed on the simple mode of 

the AMP. Using VISA, these program segments can be speculatively executed on the 

complex mode with the VISA protection mechanisms turned on. VISA protection 

mechanisms guarantee that the segments’ WCETs (derived in the context of the simple 

pipeline) will always be preserved, thereby ensuring overall system safety. Thus, thanks 

to VISA, program segments analyzed in the context of the simple pipeline can also 

exploit the high-performance complex mode. The dynamic slack generated can be used to 
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reduce the frequency/voltage or to increase the throughput of soft and non-real-time 

tasks. 

In Figure 5-2, I compare and contrast the WCET and actual execution time (AET) 

of a fictitious task, for conventional timing analysis, VISA, NUPA, and a combination of 

VISA and NUPA. Program segments that use the simple pipeline (and simple mode of 

the reconfigurable AMP) are shown in dark blue. Program segments that use the complex 

pipeline (and complex mode of the reconfigurable AMP) are shown in light blue. Note 

that execution in the complex mode can be speculative or non-speculative. For example, 

in VISA, programs are speculatively executed on the complex mode since they were 

actually analyzed in the context of a simple pipeline. On the other hand, in NUPA, 

program segments that are analyzed on the complex mode are non-speculatively executed 

on the complex mode. Speculative execution is indicated with a pattern of slant black 

lines.  

First, I show the WCET and AET using conventional timing analysis. The entire 

task is analyzed in the context of the simple pipeline, and at run-time, the task is executed 

on the simple pipeline. AET on simple is slightly smaller than the WCET on simple. 

Second, I show the VISA framework. Here, the entire task is analyzed in the context of 

the simple pipeline. However, at run-time, the task is speculatively executed on the 

complex mode of the reconfigurable AMP (indicated by the slant black lines against a 

light blue background). Note that the WCET in the VISA case is exactly the same as the 

WCET in conventional timing analysis. On the other hand, the actual execution time on 

VISA is greatly reduced compared to the AET on the simple pipeline. Third, I show the 

WCET and AET on NUPA. The WCET yielded by NUPA is smaller than the WCET 
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derived by conventional timing analysis and VISA because some program segments are 

analyzed in the context of the complex pipeline (shown by solid light blue) and the 

WCETs of these regions are reduced due to the high-performing nature of the complex 

pipeline. At run-time, regions of the program that are analyzed in the context of the 

simple pipeline are executed in the simple mode of the reconfigurable AMP (shown by 

solid dark blue) and regions of the program that are analyzed in the context of the 

complex pipeline are executed non-speculatively in the complex mode of the AMP 

(shown by solid light blue).  

Finally, I show the WCET and AET on a system that combines VISA and NUPA. 

Using NUPA, some portions of the task are analyzed in the context of the complex mode 

and other portions are analyzed for the simple mode. The WCET is the same as the 

WCET yielded by NUPA, but is smaller than the WCET yielded by conventional timing 

analysis (and VISA). At run-time, portions of the program that were analyzed for the 

simple mode are speculatively attempted on the complex mode of the AMP (shown by 

slant black lines), while other segments that were analyzed in the context of the complex 

mode are non-speculatively executed on the complex mode of  the AMP. Note that the 

AET is the same as the AET on VISA alone, but is smaller than the AET on the simple 

pipeline and AET yielded by NUPA alone. Thus, the combined VISA-NUPA system 

gives us the best of both worlds: the tightest WCET of NUPA and the tightest AET of 

VISA.   
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Figure 5-2. VISA yields a lower actual execution time (AET) compared to 
conventional timing analysis while NUPA yields a lower WCET compared to 
conventional analysis. Combining VISA and NUPA can drastically reduce both the 
WCET and the AET compared to conventional analysis. 
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Chapter 6 Analyzing Out-of-Order Pipelines 

In this chapter, I discuss the complexity of analyzing an out-of-order pipeline and 

propose two techniques that enable programs to be analyzed for an out-of-order pipeline. 

Our main objective is to design a simple timing analysis framework for an out-of-order 

pipeline.   

First, let us understand the challenges in analyzing an out-of-order pipeline. An 

out-of-order pipeline examines a “window” of dynamic instructions to create a high-

performance out-of-order instruction schedule. As processor pipelines become wider (to 

fetch/execute more instructions per cycle) and deeper (to increase clock frequency), 

larger scheduling windows are needed to expose more instructions to the dynamic 

scheduler. For example, the Pentium 4 fetches 3 micro-ops per cycle and has more than 

20 pipeline stages. To support such a wide and deep pipeline, the microarchitecture 

supports as many as 126 in-flight instructions in the scheduling window. Statically 

deriving the WCET requires examining a corresponding scheduling window in software, 

and anticipating the worst-case schedule that would be formed dynamically by the 

processor. 

The run-time schedule can be deduced easily, a priori, if there is no variable 

control-flow and no variable or unknown latencies. In the absence of control-flow, there 

is only one path of dynamic instructions, hence only one schedule. However, control-

flow increases the number of possible paths through the program, which causes a 
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corresponding increase in the number of possible execution schedules. Each additional 

branch doubles the number of paths and the number of possible schedules. Returning to 

the Pentium 4 example, assuming a branch every 8 instructions, we can have as many as 

16 branches in the window. Worst-case timing analysis has to consider 216 (65,536) 

possible execution schedules in this case. As each new processor generation supports 

successively larger windows, timing analysis becomes intractable. 

Deriving the WCET for an entire program is an even harder proposition. 

Analyzing the program as a whole is not as simple as sub-dividing the program into 

discrete scheduling windows, deriving corresponding sub-WCETs, and then composing 

an overall WCET from sub-WCETs. A naïve concatenation of sub-WCETs is 

inconsistent with the fact that a hardware scheduling window continuously shifts through 

the dynamic instruction stream. The only way to truly capture the performance of an out-

of-order, continuous-window processor is to enumerate every possible execution 

schedule through the entire program. This is impractical for programs with variable (i.e., 

input-dependent) control-flow because examining every possible execution schedule is 

intractable. 

In this chapter, I propose a strict set of constraints called Repeatable Execution 

Constraints for Out-of-ORDER (RECORDER) that enables easy timing analysis of 

programs with complex control-flow on an out-of-order pipeline. RECORDER 

constraints ensure a single input-independent execution schedule for variable control-

flow on an out-of-order pipeline.  RECORDER achieves this by eliminating variable 

control-flow and any side effects due to variable control-flow (data-flow variations). 

Now, simple static analysis or simulation with arbitrary program inputs can be used to 
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derive the execution time of the single input-independent execution schedule. This 

execution time can be safely used as the WCET for the program, since execution time is 

independent of the program’s inputs and therefore does not change across program runs. I 

show how RECORDER is satisfied by a previously proposed technique called phi-

predication [67]. Then, I propose an all-software RECORDER implementation that works 

on a contemporary off-the-shelf out-of-order pipeline with no extra hardware support. 

Finally, I describe the limitations of RECORDER and how the overheads of uncontrolled 

application of RECORDER may, in some cases, offset the performance gains yielded by 

the high-performance complex pipeline. If we want to apply RECORDER selectively, we 

must use NUPA analysis and the AMP execution substrate to provide a means of opting 

out of out-of-order execution.  

 I propose a second technique called Drain and Branch (DNB), that allows 

program segments with variable control-flow to be analyzed in the context of a complex 

out-of-order pipeline. DNB is a simplified version of a previously proposed technique 

called instruction-flow regulation. DNB simplifies timing analysis of program segments 

with variable control-flow by insulating branch regions from the effects of instructions 

from before and after the branch region. While DNB enables analysis of an out-of-order 

pipeline, it does not exploit the full potential of an out-of-order pipeline. Accordingly, I 

show how RECORDER and DNB can be used in combination to achieve WCETs that are 

lower than the WCETs yielded by RECORDER and DNB in isolation.  
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6.1. Repeatable execution constraints for out-of-order (RECORDER) 

The objective of RECORDER is to enable easy simulation-based analysis of 

programs with variable control-flow on an out-of-order pipeline. In this section, I 

describe how RECORDER achieves this objective.  

6.1.1. RECORDER constraints 

I mentioned in the beginning of this chapter that control-flow greatly increases the 

number of execution schedules that have to be examined when analyzing an out-of-order 

pipeline. RECORDER resolves this problem by guaranteeing a single execution input-

independent execution schedule even for programs with variable control-flow. Since the 

execution schedule repeats for any program input, simulation with arbitrary (random) 

inputs can be used to derive the actual execution time which is also the WCET of the 

program.  

The key idea behind RECORDER is to guarantee a single repeatable execution 

schedule by completely eliminating variable control-flow and all its side-effects. 

RECORDER specifies the following constraints: (1) the number of dynamic instances of 

an instruction must be constant across program runs, independent of the program’s input, 

and (2) a dynamic instance of an instruction must execute at the same time across 

program runs, independent of the program’s input. Let us look at these two constraints in 

more detail and see how these constraints guarantee a single input-independent execution 

schedule on an out-of-order pipeline. 
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6.1.1.1. Constraint I 

The first step to creating a single repeatable schedule is to ensure that the dynamic 

instruction stream does not change with the program’s inputs. The first RECORDER 

constraint states that the number of dynamic instances of an instruction must be constant 

across program runs.  This constraint addresses the variable control-flow problem. 

Variable control-flow causes a variable number of instructions to be executed. For one 

input, a certain branch may be taken while the same branch may be not-taken for a 

different input. Thus, the number of instructions varies depending on whether the branch 

is taken or not-taken. I illustrate the need for the first RECORDER constraint using the 

example shown in Figure 6-1. Consider the CFG with three basic blocks shown in Figure 

6-1. For illustration, I show an instruction X in the first basic block and an instruction Y 

in the middle basic block. Let us assume that the branch at the end of the first basic block 

is input-dependent. For input 1, the input-dependent branch is taken, i.e., the middle basic 

block is not executed. Accordingly, the execution schedule for input 1 (shown on the left 

side of the dashed vertical line) shows instruction X and not instruction Y. On the other 

hand, for input 2, the branch is not-taken, i.e., the middle basic block is executed. In this 

case, both X and Y are executed, as shown in the execution schedule for input 2. Thus, 

variation in the dynamic instruction stream can lead to different execution schedules.  
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Figure 6-1. Variability in execution time due to variability in the dynamic 
instruction stream. 

 

The first constraint stipulates that the number of dynamic instances of an 

instruction must be constant across program runs. This ensures that there is no variation 

in the dynamic instruction stream. The dynamic scheduler sees a single trace of 

instructions, that does not change with the program’s input. This can be achieved by 

predicating all input-dependent branches, thereby always executing both paths of these 

branches. Returning to our example, the input-dependent branch at the end of the first 

basic block is predicated to satisfy the first constraint. I show the execution schedules for 

inputs 1 and 2, with the first RECORDER constraint, on the right side of the dashed 

vertical line in Figure 6-2. I see that both X and Y are executed for both input 1 and input 

2, resulting in an input-independent execution schedule. 
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6.1.1.2. Constraint II 

Executing both paths of an input-dependent branch may yield multiple potential 

producers of a value. A later dependent instruction, after the predicated block, may 

execute at different times depending on which producer is ultimately selected and when 

that producer executes. Figure 6-2 illustrates such variations. In this example, I extend the 

previous example so that there is an instruction Z in the last basic block. Instruction Z 

depends on either X or Y, depending on whether the input-dependent branch is taken or 

not-taken, respectively. To satisfy the first RECORDER constraint, the branch is 

predicated, such that both X and Y are executed, independent of the input. For input 1, Z 

consumes the value produced by X, i.e., Z depends on X. Assuming that the predicate is 

already computed, Z can execute as soon as X completes. In this case, Z does not have to 

wait for Y to complete since it only depends on X. On the other hand, for input 2, Z 

depends on Y. In this case, Z has to wait until Y completes. Thus, there is timing 

variability due to uncertainty in who ultimately produces a value (X or Y) and when that 

producer executes.  
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Figure 6-2. Variability in execution time due to uncertainty in when ultimate 
producer instruction completes. 

 

The second RECORDER constraint stipulates that there must be no such timing 

variability. This can be achieved by executing an instruction only after all potential 

producer instructions are executed. In our example, instruction Z has to wait for both its 

potential producer instructions, X and Y, to complete before it can execute. The right side 

of the dashed vertical line shows the execution schedules for inputs 1 and 2 when the 

second RECORDER constraint is enforced. Notice that the execution schedules for the 

two inputs are identical when both RECORDER constraints are satisfied. 
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6.1.2. Implementing RECORDER 

In this section, I show how the RECORDER constraints can be satisfied at run-

time to ensure a single input-independent execution schedule. First, I show how a 

previously proposed technique called phi-predication automatically satisfies 

RECORDER constraints. Then, I show how RECORDER constraints can be satisfied on 

processors that do not have hardware support for predication. I propose an alternate 

software-only technique that satisfies RECORDER constraints without any extra 

hardware support.  

6.1.2.1. Phi-predication 

I show how a previously proposed technique, called Phi-predication [67], 

automatically satisfies RECORDER constraints. In conventional predication, a branch is 

converted into a predicate computation and each path (all instructions in that path) is 

assigned a unique predicate. Once the predicate is computed (i.e., the branch computation 

is completed), only instructions with the correct predicate are allowed to write their 

results into the register file. Predicated instructions with the false predicate (i.e., 

instructions down the wrong path) are converted into no-ops and these instructions do not 

update the register file. Phi-predication differs from conventional predication, in that all 

predicated instructions write their results to the register file and a special “select” 

instruction (per logical register) at the end of the predicated block is used to select the 

correct result to be forwarded after the predicated block, based on the outcomes of 

predicates.  
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Phi-predication satisfies the first RECORDER constraint since instructions along 

both paths of a predicated branch are always executed. This guarantees that the number 

of dynamic instances of an instruction is the same across program runs, independent of 

the program’s input.  

Phi-predication uses a select instruction to choose the correct version of a register 

when there are multiple producers of the register in a predicated region. By introducing 

the select instruction, a later consumer that uses the register depends on the single select 

instruction. Moreover, the select instruction depends on all potential producers and it 

executes only after all the potential producer instructions have executed. This implies that 

the select instruction and subsequent dependent instructions always wait for the slowest 

potential producer. In this way, the select instruction removes timing variations of a 

dynamic instance across runs, otherwise caused by input-dependent data-flow, 

guaranteeing the second RECORDER constraint. 

The left-hand side of  Figure 6-3 illustrates an example CFG with four blocks A, 

B, C, and D. Blocks B and C are on two mutually exclusive paths of the branch at the end 

of block A. Let us assume that register R4 is being produced in both B and C and is 

consumed in block D. Thus, the consumer of R4 in block D will get the value of R4 

produced in B or C depending on how the branch at the end of A resolves. On the right-

hand side of Figure 6-3, I show the phi-predicated version of the CFG.  The branch itself 

is converted into a predicate computation. The predicate updates predicate registers P1 

and P2, based on the outcome of the computation. For example, if the branch is taken, 

then P1 is set to true and P2 is set to false. If the branch is not-taken, then P1 is set to 
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false and P2 is set to true. Note that P1 and P2 are complements of each other (i.e., if P1 

is true, P2 is false and vice versa).  

 

Figure 6-3. Non-predicated and phi-predicated versions of an example program 
segment. 

 
Since the branch itself is removed, blocks B and C are both executed. Thus, both 

paths of the branch are always executed. This satisfies the first RECORDER constraint. 

To eliminate naming problems, the compiler replaces destination register R4 with 

a different register (R5 in this example) in block B. Similarly, the register R6 is used as 
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the destination register instead of R4 in block C. At the end of block C, the compiler 

inserts a new select instruction (phi instruction) that selects either R5 or R6 based on the 

predicate computation and copies that value into R4. Thus, later instructions that use R4 

get the correct value (either R5 or R6 depending on the values of the predicates).  Notice 

that the select instruction depends on both R5 and R6 (in addition to the predicate 

computation) and has to wait until both R5 and R6 are computed. Since the later 

consumer of R4 in block D depends on the select instruction, it will also have to wait 

until both R5 and R6 are computed. This satisfies the second RECORDER constraint. 

6.1.2.2. Implementing RECORDER without predication support 

In the previous section, I showed how phi-predication satisfies the two 

RECORDER constraints. However, phi-predication needs support from both the ISA and 

the hardware in the form of the select instructions and hardware predicate registers. Also, 

we need hardware support for conditional writes to ensure that predicated wrong-path 

store instructions (i.e., predicates are false) are prevented from updating memory. In this 

section, I show how RECORDER constraints can be implemented using software 

techniques only (i.e., by the compiler). This technique does not require any hardware 

support and enables RECORDER to be used on contemporary off-the-shelf out-of-order 

processors. 

6.1.2.2.1. Converting branches into mask computation 

The first step is to handle the branch instruction. Instead of predicating branches 

and using predicate registers, the compiler evaluates the branch condition and creates two 
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predicate masks that are stored in two logical registers, say R1 and R2. If the branch is 

taken, logical register R1 is set to all 1s (mask is 0xFFFFFFFF) and R2 is set to 0. 

Alternatively, if the branch is not-taken, R1 is set to 0 and R2 is set to all 1s (mask is 

0xFFFFFFFF). The need for the masks will become clear in the next section. The branch 

instruction itself is removed and the compiler places the not-taken and the taken paths 

one after the other as sequential code. At run-time, both the taken and the not-taken paths 

of the branch are always executed since the two paths are treated as sequential code. This 

enforces the first RECORDER constraint since instructions from both paths are always 

executed.  

6.1.2.2.2. Implementing select instruction in software 

Since both paths are always executed, we need to “select” the values produced on 

the correct path and discard the values produced on the wrong path. I propose a new 

software-only technique of implementing the select instruction used in phi-predication. 

The key insight behind this approach is that the select instruction in phi-predication is 

nothing but a multiplexer where the values produced on the two paths are the inputs and 

the outcome of the predicate computation is the select signal. I propose implementing the 

select instruction using logic operations (AND and OR instructions).  

In the following discussion, I assume that there are two values stored in registers 

R5 and R6. Register R4 gets the value of either R5 or R6, depending on some selection 

condition. If the condition is true, R4 gets the value of R5 and if false, R4 gets R6.  

In phi-predication, a single phi-instruction is used to select between the two 

registers. Assuming that the outcome of the selection condition is stored in P1, the phi-
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instruction would be as follows. R4 = phi (P1) R5, R6. Thus, register R4 would get the 

value of R5 if P1 is true or R6 if P1 is false.  

In our software-only technique, I implement the select instruction using two AND 

instructions and one OR instruction. I assume that the branch condition is evaluated and 

the predicate mask is stored in some register, say R1. A different register, say R2, stores 

the complement of R1. Recall from the previous section that the predicate mask in 

register R1 is set to 0xFFFFFFFF if the branch condition is true and register R2 is set to 

0. If the condition evaluates to false, predicate mask in R1 is set to 0 and predicate mask 

in R2 is set to all 0xFFFFFFFF.  

Now going back to the previous example, the select instruction (or the mux) can 

be implemented in software as follows. Instruction format is OPCODE destination_reg, 

source_reg1, source_reg2.   

AND R5, R5, R1; 
AND R6, R6, R2; 
OR R4, R5, R6; 

 The above instruction sequence implements a select instruction with R1 and R2 as 

the selection criteria. Assume that the branch condition evaluated to true. Accordingly, 

the mask in R1 is set to 0xFFFFFFFF and the mask in R2 is set to 0. Now, AND-ing R5 

with R1 (0xFFFFFFFF) means that R5 is unchanged and retains its value. The second 

AND instruction causes R6 to be set to 0 since it is AND-ed with R2, whose value is 0. In 

the third step, R5 and R6 are OR’ed together. Since R6 is 0, the result of the OR 

instruction is the value in register R5. Thus, at the end of the instruction sequence, R4 has 

the value of R5.  
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On the other hand, if the branch condition was false, then mask stored in R1 

would be 0 and the mask stored in R2 would be all 1s. In this case, R5 would be set to 0 

since it is AND-ed with R1 (which is 0) and R6 would retain its value (since it is AND-ed 

with 0xFFFFFFFF). At the end of the instruction sequence, OR-ing R5 (which is 0) and 

R6 yields R6 which is stored in R4.  

Thus, the hardware select instruction can easily implemented in software using a 

sequence of two AND instructions and one OR instructions. The left-hand-side of Figure 

6-4 shows the same code sequence we saw in the phi-predication section. On the right 

hand side, we see the new code sequence generated using our software-only technique. In 

the original code sequence, register R4 is produced on both paths of the branch. On the 

code sequence in the right, the compiler uses two new registers R5 and R6 instead of 

register R4.  At the end of the branch region, i.e., after C, the compiler inserts two AND 

instructions and one OR instruction. Thus, any consumer of R4 in D gets the correct 

value of R4 depending on the branch computation. 

Our implementation of the select instruction ensures that a consumer of a register 

produced in a predicated block always waits for all potential producer instructions to 

complete, thereby ensuring the second RECORDER constraint.  
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Figure 6-4. Implementing RECORDER constraints without hardware support. The 
figure on the right illustrates how the hardware phi-instruction can be implemented 
using logic instructions. 

 

6.1.2.2.3. Handling predicated store instructions 

Finally, predicated memory instructions, specifically predicated store instructions, 

have to be handled. Phi-predication supports conditional writes – only store instructions 

whose predicates are evaluated to be true can write to memory, while other store 

instructions whose predicates are false are discarded. Since we are targeting an all-
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software implementation, we assume that hardware support for conditional writes is not 

available.  

Our all-software technique provides a unique solution for handling conditional 

stores. In our technique, all stores write their values into memory. Instead of nullifying a 

wrong-path store instruction, we nullify the address to which the wrong-path store writes, 

using a technique similar to the selection scheme for registers (Section 6.1.2.2.2). 

Accordingly, the compiler reserves a dummy memory location solely for the use of 

wrong-path stores.  Assuming that the predicate masks are available in registers R1 and 

R2, as explained in Section 6.1.2.2.1, the compiler now inserts new selection instructions 

to select the address of the store as shown below. On the left-hand-side, I show a regular 

store instruction. The store instruction writes the value stored in register R15 into the 

memory location whose address is stored in R10.  

  

If this store instruction is on the taken-path of a branch, then the predicate mask in 

R1 is 0xFFFFFFFF and the mask in R2 is 0. First, the compiler stores the dummy address 

(DUMMY_LOCATION) into a temporary register R20. Since R1 is all 1s, R10 would 

retain its value when it is AND’ed with R1, while R20 is set to 0 since it is ANDed with 

R2 which is 0. This selection process ensures that the store writes to the memory location 
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specified by R10 only if the branch is taken (i.e., mask in R1 is all 0xFFFFFFFF). 

Otherwise, the store writes its value to a dummy location. This technique provides us 

with a means to nullify wrong-path stores without extra hardware support. 

6.1.2.2.4. Software-only RECORDER overheads 
 

The software-only RECORDER implementation involves overheads due to the 

mask computation, select instructions, etc. First, the branch instruction has to be 

eliminated and instructions to evaluate the branch condition and generate the predicate 

masks have to be inserted. Mask generation can be accomplished in 3-4 instructions. 

Second, every register that is created in the branch region needs three instructions (AND, 

AND, and OR) to select the correct version. Moreover, the compiler may need extra 

registers to eliminate any renaming problems. Using additional registers may increase 

register pressure, leading to extra spills and fills from the stack. Finally, predicated store 

instructions have to be handled. The compiler may have to add extra instructions to select 

the address of the store instruction.  

6.1.3. RECORDER benefits 

The uniqueness of RECORDER is that it only specifies a set of constraints that 

have to be followed by the dynamic scheduler. The execution schedule does not have to 

be constructed a priori. The execution schedule is determined by the dynamic scheduler 

at run-time. The dynamic scheduler has the flexibility to schedule instructions out-of-

order for high performance. The constraints specified by RECORDER simply guarantee 

that the dynamic scheduler will always construct the same high performance execution 

schedule across program runs, independent of the program’s inputs. Thus, instructions 
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can execute out-of-order within a program run, but a specific instance of an instruction 

always executes at the same time across program runs. Figure 4 illustrates the benefits 

yielded by RECORDER. I show an example instruction sequence with oldest instructions 

shown by lighter shades of blue and newest instructions by darker shades of blue. I also 

show the actual execution schedules for different program inputs on an out-of-order 

pipeline that implements RECORDER constraints. 
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Figure 6-5. Benefits of RECORDER. 

We see that independent instructions execute out-of-order within a program run. 

Yet, the execution schedule does not change across program runs, due to meeting 

RECORDER constraints. This means that the program has a single input-independent 

execution time, which is both the actual execution time and the worst-case execution 

time. Now, simulation with an arbitrary (random) input set can be used to determine the 

program’s WCET. 
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6.1.4. Results 

I use a synthetic micro-benchmark to illustrate RECORDER. The benchmark 

consists of an input-dependent branch inside a loop that is executed 30 times. One path of 

the branch has 15 add instructions and the other path of the branch has 2 add instructions. 

Figure 6-6 shows the actual execution times (AETs) of the benchmark on an in-order 

scalar pipeline with static branch prediction (called simple) and an out-of-order 2-issue 

pipeline with dynamic branch prediction (called complex), for 5 different input sets. The 

third bar shows WCET on simple obtained via conventional timing analysis. Complex 

cannot be analyzed, so there is no provably known WCET on complex. The last bar 

shows the AET (also the WCET) on an out-of-order 2-issue pipeline that uses phi-

predication (called complex w/ RECORDER). The key point to note is that the 

AET/WCET on complex w/ RECORDER remains constant for all 5 inputs, whereas the 

AETs on simple and complex vary with the program’s input. 

Notice that the AET/WCET on complex w/ RECORDER is slightly greater than 

the AET on complex. This is due to the overhead of phi-predication. Nonetheless, 

complex w/ RECORDER yields a 43% reduction in WCET w.r.t. WCET on simple. Thus, 

RECORDER guarantees a constant input-independent execution time on an out-of-order 

pipeline that can be obtained via simulation, with arbitrary inputs, and this WCET is 

much smaller than the WCET on an in-order pipeline. 
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Figure 6-6. Actual execution times and worst-case execution times for simple and 
complex with and without RECORDER. 

6.1.5. RECORDER limitations 

The constraints imposed by RECORDER may result in a larger WCET on a 

complex pipeline than the WCET of the original non-predicated task on a simple 

pipeline, defeating the purpose of using a high-performance contemporary processor. To 

satisfy RECORDER constraints, both correct-path and wrong-path instructions have to be 

executed. This may greatly degrade performance due to resource contention from wrong-

path instructions. Also, RECORDER constraints may result in increased power 

consumption (for example, both paths of a branch have to be executed, even though only 

one path is correct).  
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Moreover, it might be impossible to convert a whole program into a single path to 

guarantee RECORDER constraints. For example, it is not possible to predicate branches 

with function calls within the branch region (unless the function is in-lined).  

6.1.6. Combining NUPA and RECORDER  

I have now proposed two techniques, NUPA and RECORDER, that allow high-

performance pipelines to be analyzed by timing analysis. However, both NUPA and 

RECORDER have their limitations. We saw in Section 5.1.3 that NUPA relies heavily on 

the nature of control-flow found in programs. If a program has few program segments 

with a single control-flow path, then we cannot benefit from the high-performance 

pipeline using NUPA. RECORDER, on the other hand, allows the entire program to be 

analyzed on an out-of-order pipeline. However, the constraints imposed by RECORDER 

may result in inflated WCETs for some program segments, in spite of the high-

performance complex pipeline. Also, RECORDER constraints may result in increased 

power consumption (for example, both paths of a branch have to be executed, even 

though only one path is correct). 

To address these problems, I now propose a hybrid technique where both NUPA 

and RECORDER are used in combination. NUPA can benefit from RECORDER because 

RECORDER enables more program segments to be analyzed in the context of the 

complex pipeline. RECORDER can benefit from NUPA by opting out of the complex 

pipeline for problematic segments and analyzing them in the context of the simple 

pipeline. The idea is to use RECORDER for a program segment, only if its WCET on the 

complex mode is less than the WCET of the non-predicated counterpart on the simple 
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mode. Otherwise, these program segments are analyzed on the simple pipeline. The better 

policy is selected accordingly: simulation of RECORDER version on complex mode vs. 

static timing analysis of non-predicated version on simple mode. Other factors may also 

be weighed in the policy decision, such as power consumption or feasibility of using 

RECORDER. Note that the hybrid NUPA-RECORDER scheme requires the 

reconfigurable AMP (because of NUPA).  

6.2. Drain and branch (DNB) 

While RECORDER allows program segments with multiple control-flow paths to 

be analyzed for a complex pipeline, predicating branches with large branch paths may 

artificially inflate the WCET because of resource contention from wrong-path 

instructions. In other cases, some branches may not be predicatable and hence cannot 

satisfy RECORDER constraints. In the previous section, I suggested analyzing such 

problematic branches using the simple mode of the AMP via NUPA. While this approach 

yields a safe WCET, it requires the reconfigurable AMP. I now propose another 

technique that allows problematic branches (from a RECORDER standpoint) to be 

analyzed in the context of a complex pipeline. 

I mentioned that analyzing variable control-flow on out-of-order pipelines is 

difficult because the number of execution schedules to be examined doubles with each 

additional branch. Our next technique addresses this problem by insulating a branch’s 

control-dependent region from the effects of instructions before and after the branch 

region. This approach allows us to analyze each branch region in isolation without having 

to account for overlap with instructions before and after the branch region. Now, the two 
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paths of the branch can be analyzed separately and the longer of the two paths is chosen 

as the WCET for that branch region. Similarly, other branch regions can be analyzed 

independent of this branch. The number of extra execution schedules to be examined 

increases by two for each additional branch. Contrast this with conventional analysis 

where the number of schedules to be examined doubles with every additional branch.  

Instruction overlap across branch regions can be eliminated by draining the 

pipeline at the start and end of every branch region. In our DNB technique, we replace 

the branch at the start of the branch region with a special drain and branch (DNB) 

instruction. As soon as the DNB instruction is fetched, the instruction fetch unit is 

disabled. When the DNB instruction is retired (i.e., at the head of the ROB), the pipeline 

is completely empty. At this point, the fetch unit is enabled and new instructions from 

after the branch (within its region) are fetched. The DNB is similar to a conventional 

branch, except that it allows its control-dependent instructions to be fetched only when it 

is retired.  

I propose using DNB instructions at the start and end of every branch region. 

DNB provides a means of insulating a branch region from instructions before and after 

the branch region. Now the two paths of a DNB can be analyzed in isolation and the path 

with the greater execution time is selected as the WCET for that branch region. We do 

not have to consider how each path would be affected by instructions from preceding or 

successive basic blocks. 

On the left-hand side of Figure 6-7, I show an example CFG that contains four 

basic blocks with a forward conditional branch at the end of the first basic block. On the 
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right-hand side, I show the different possibilities that timing analysis has to consider to 

derive the WCET of this program segment. The top-part of the right-hand side of the 

figure shows a conventional branch. In this case, timing analysis has to analyze overlap 

across blocks 1, 2, and 4 and overlap across blocks 1, 3, and 4. The bottom-part of the 

right-hand side of the figure shows the scenario when I add a DNB instruction at the start 

and end of the branch region. In this case, there is no overlap across basic blocks. Timing 

analysis can analyze each basic block separately and then add the WCETs of the 

individual blocks to derive the WCET of the whole program segments.  

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

DNB

Conventional branch

(1)

(2) (3)

(4)

 
Figure 6-7. (a) and (b) show the two possible execution schedules using conventional 
branches – timing analysis has to account for overlap with instructions before and 
after the branch region. (c) and (d) show the possible execution schedules using 
DNB – a branch region can be analyzed in isolation since there is no overlap with 
instructions before and after the branch region. 
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DNB was inspired by the instruction-flow regulation technique proposed by 

Rochange and Sainrat [62]. Their approach is to eliminate any overlap across basic 

blocks by stalling fetching (fetch-gating) of a new basic block until all the instructions in 

the previously fetched basic block are scheduled. This way, instructions in a basic block 

are not affected by instructions in preceding or successive basic blocks. Each basic block 

can now be analyzed in isolation and the overall WCET can be easily composed by 

summing the WCETs of the individual basic blocks. The downside of this scheme is that 

only instructions within a basic block can execute out-of-order, while instructions across 

basic blocks cannot execute out-of-order. As a result, this technique does not exploit the 

full potential of an out-of-order pipeline.  

DNB suffers from the same problem as instruction-flow regulation since it 

prevents instruction overlap across branch regions. This is a problem for branches with 

small control-dependent regions because the amount of parallelism present in the branch 

region is not sufficient to offset the overhead of draining the pipeline. In fact, the 

overhead of draining the pipeline for branches with small regions may increase tasks’ 

WCETs compared to corresponding WCETs on a simple in-order pipeline. On the other 

hand, DNB may be beneficial for branches with large control-dependent regions, because 

the reduction in WCET, thanks to out-of-order execution, may offset the overhead of 

draining the pipeline. We conclude DNB should be applied judiciously, thus in 

combination with other techniques: NUPA and/or RECORDER. 

One judicious approach is to use a combination of DNB and NUPA, where branch 

regions that can amortize the overhead of draining the pipeline (yielding a net WCET 

reduction) are analyzed using DNB for the complex mode of the AMP, and other branch 
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regions are analyzed in the context of the simple mode of the AMP via conventional 

static analysis. While this is a viable option, this scheme requires the reconfigurable 

AMP.  

Alternatively, DNB can be combined with RECORDER. In fact, this scheme does 

not require the AMP since both techniques allow whole programs to be analyzed in the 

context of an out-of-order pipeline. Also, DNB and RECORDER complement each other 

perfectly since program segments that are problematic for RECORDER, i.e., branches 

with long branch paths, are likely to benefit from DNB, while program segments that are 

problematic for DNB, i.e., branches with short paths, are more likely to benefit from 

RECORDER. Intuition tells us that innermost branches (deeply nested branches) with 

short branch regions are more likely to be analyzed via RECORDER, while outermost 

branches having long paths are more likely to be analyzed via DNB.  

I propose a WCET tool that can be used to yield a low WCET for a program with 

variable control-flow on an out-of-order pipeline. The proposed WCET tool will be 

integrated into the compiler. The key objective of the tool is to determine the best 

strategy for each branch: RECORDER or DNB. In the first step, the tool would estimate 

the overheads of using RECORDER for a branch: (1) the overhead of executing both 

paths, (2) overhead of converting the branch into computation, (3) overhead due to 

inserting select instructions, and (4) overheads due to store instructions. The tool would 

estimate the WCET for the branch region using RECORDER. Then, the tool would 

estimate the overhead of using DNB for the same branch: overhead of draining the 

pipeline at the start and end of the branch region.  The tool then estimates the WCET of 

the branch region yielded by DNB. As explained before, this involves estimating the 
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lengths of the two paths of the branch separately and choosing the longer path length. The 

tool would compare the WCETs yielded by RECORDER and DNB and select the 

technique with the lower WCET. This procedure is continued until all branches have 

been evaluated, starting at the innermost branch and proceeding to the outermost branch. 

Once a branch is evaluated, it is immediately marked as a RECORDER branch or DNB 

and the corresponding WCET of the branch is used when computing the WCET of outer 

level branches. 

As a final step, the compiler converts branches marked as DNB into a special 

DNB instruction. The compiler also adds an extra DNB instruction at the end of the 

branch region (at the reconvergent point of the branch). For branches marked as 

RECORDER branches, the compiler inserts the appropriate computation needed to 

generate the masks needed by the select instructions. Then it inserts select instructions for 

each register that is produced in the branch region. Finally, the compiler inserts 

instructions to select the addresses of any store instructions in the predicated region (This 

process assumes software-only RECORDER, not phi-predication). 

6.3. Results 

A simplified prototype of the proposed WCET tool has been developed. The 

prototype uses simple heuristics to determine if a branch should be predicated or 

converted into a DNB branch. Heuristics include: (1) the total number of instructions in 

RECORDER vs. total number of branches in DNB, (2) extra instructions in RECORDER 

due to select instructions, branch computation, and store instructions vs. the penalty of 

draining the branch in DNB. Based on these heuristics, the tool selects the better strategy 
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(RECORDER or DNB) and marks each branch as RECORDER or DNB. An execution-

driven cycle-accurate simulator is used to derive the overall WCET of the task. The 

simulator detects predicated branches and inserts appropriate instructions to create the 

predicate masks and also inserts the necessary select instructions. For DNB branches, the 

simulator drains the pipeline when the DNB instruction if fetched. Then, the simulator 

executes both paths of the branch (separately), evaluates the execution lengths of the two 

branch paths, and computes the WCET of the DNB branch region. The WCET of the 

entire program is computed by adding the WCETs of the RECORDER regions and the 

WCETs of the DNB regions, for all dynamic regions. 

I use the C-lab benchmark, adpcm, as a proof of concept of our timing analysis 

framework. Our tool identifies 18 forward conditional branches in the main body of 

adpcm (compiled for PISA with –O3 optimization). I ignore branches in the input 

generation part of the benchmark. Our tool marks 17 of the branches as RECORDER 

branches and 1 branch as DNB. The WCET is then determined using the simulator which 

is configured to simulate a 4-way superscalar out-of-order pipeline with a 64-entry ROB 

and 64-entry issue queue. Figure 6-8 shows execution time (on the Y-axis) for two 

different pipeline models (on the X-axis). Simple refers to a scalar in-order pipeline, 

while complex refers to a 4-way superscalar out-of-order pipeline. For both pipeline 

models, I show the worst-case execution time and actual execution times for 2 inputs.  

The first observation is that the WCET on complex with DNB-RECORDER is 

35% less than the WCET on simple. Thus, DNB-RECORDER on complex can greatly 

reduce the WCET compared to simple. 
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The second observation is that the two actual execution times (inputs 1 and 2) do 

not exceed the worst-case execution time in both pipelines. Note that this experiment is 

only a proof-of-concept of our DNB-RECORDER technique.  
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Figure 6-8. Comparing WCETs and AETs on superscalar out-of-order (complex) 
and scalar in-order (simple). 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

In this dissertation, I claimed that microarchitectural complexity is viable in hard-

real-time systems, if control is provided over this complexity. To demonstrate my claim, I 

proposed a reconfigurable processor, called the analysis-managed processor (AMP),  that 

provides complete control over its complex features. Exploiting the flexible nature of the 

AMP, I proposed two novel cooperative static and run-time WCET frameworks that 

break the limitations of the traditional static-only WCET model, allowing complex 

features to be safely exploited.  

(i) The Virtual Simple Architecture (VISA) framework avoids analyzing complex 

features. VISA derives tasks’ WCETs using a simple analyzable mode of the AMP. At 

run-time, tasks are speculatively attempted on a complex mode that includes high-

performance features. A run-time framework continuously monitors a task’s interim 

progress on the unsafe complex mode. If interim task progress is not satisfactory, the run-

time framework reconfigures the AMP to operate in the simple mode that was the basis 

for deriving the task’s WCET. While VISA does not explicitly reduce tasks’ WCETs, it 

(1) achieves the unusual functional benefit of imposing a WCET on a complex pipeline 

without explicitly analyzing it, and (2) yields large amounts of dynamic slack which can 

be used to reduce power/energy, increase throughput of sporadic hard-real-time tasks and 

soft real-time tasks, and/or implement low-overhead fault tolerance. 
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(ii) The Non-Uniform Program Analysis (NUPA) framework is a flexible timing analysis 

strategy, that matches each program segment with a pipeline mode of the AMP and 

timing analysis technique that are most suited for that program segment, in terms of 

efficient analysis and low overall WCET. NUPA provides a means to exploit complex 

high-performance features when they can be efficiently and safely analyzed, with the 

ability to opt out of analyzing complex features when they cannot be safely and 

efficiently analyzed. 

An interesting and tangential discovery was that out-of-order pipelines are not 

inherently difficult to analyze. It is their interaction with variable control-flow that 

greatly complicates timing analysis. Out-of-order processors overlap the execution of 10s 

to 100s of in-flight instructions. Variable control-flow causes an explosion in the number 

of potential overlap schedules. I proposed two timing analysis techniques that simplify 

timing analysis of programs on an out-of-order pipeline by reducing the number of 

possible schedules.  

(i) Repeatable Execution Constraints for Out-of-ORDER (RECORDER) 

completely eliminates variable control-flow and its implied data-flow variations. 

RECORDER specifies a strict set of constraints that, when met, guarantee a single input-

independent execution schedule for programs with variable control-flow on an out-of-

order pipeline. The first constraint states that the number of dynamic instances of an 

instruction must not change across program runs. This can be achieved by predicating all 

input-dependent branches. The second constraint states that a given dynamic instance of 

an instruction has to execute at the same time across program runs. This can be achieved 

by delaying the wake-up of an instruction until all its potential producer instructions have 
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completed and the predicate computation has completed. Simple simulation with 

arbitrary inputs can then be used to derive the WCETs. I showed how a previously 

proposed predication technique, called phi-predication, satisfies RECORDER constraints. 

In addition, I also proposed a novel software-only implementation of RECORDER that 

does not need any ISA/hardware support. The uniqueness of RECORDER is that it 

allows instructions to execute out-of-order within a program run, but a specific instance 

of an instruction always executes at the same time across program runs. 

(ii) Drain-and-Branch (DNB) restricts instruction overlap by insulating a branch’s 

control-dependent region from the effects of instructions before and after the region. 

Now, the branch region can be analyzed in isolation and the analysis does not have to 

account for overlap of instructions from before and after the branch region. DNB 

insulates branch regions by draining the pipeline at the start and end of each branch 

region. Now, instructions within a branch region can execute out-of-order without having 

to worry about overlap of instructions before and after the branch region. 

I showed how RECORDER and DNB are complementary techniques and target 

different problems. RECORDER is suitable for branches with short regions, while DNB 

works well for branches with long branch regions. Combining these two techniques 

allows us to efficiently analyze entire programs for an out-of-order pipeline. I showed 

that the combined technique can yield a 35% reduction in WCET (for adpcm) compared 

to a scalar in-order processor. 
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The flexible combination of all the above techniques multiplies benefits, yielding 

a powerful framework for fully and safely capitalizing on complex microarchitectures in 

safe-real-time systems.  
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Chapter 8 Future Research 

This thesis attempts to cover the different aspects of the AMP and the timing 

analysis techniques enabled by the AMP. Nonetheless, this thesis is by no means a 

complete exposition of the AMP and the various techniques enabled by the AMP. In this 

chapter, I present some directions for future work.  

The AMP described in this thesis supported two modes: a simple mode and a 

complex mode. It would be interesting to explore an AMP with many modes of 

operation. Such an AMP may enable other interesting techniques that can further reduce 

the WCET or yield other benefits.  

I briefly touched upon the fault tolerance aspects of VISA. Dynamic slack 

generated by VISA offers excellent opportunities for low-overhead fault detection and 

recovery. Since fault tolerance is an important requirement in real-time systems, VISA 

may yield huge benefits. Investigating low-overhead time redundancy in the VISA 

framework is an interesting item for future research. 

In terms of NUPA results, this dissertation only evaluated task-set level NUPA, 

where different tasks in a task-set are analyzed using different pipeline modes. 

Investigating NUPA within a task is a key future research area. This entails identifying 

program segments with single-feasible paths, developing a unified analysis framework 

that integrates simulation and conventional analysis, and quantifying the overheads of 

switching between pipeline modes. 
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Simulation can be used to analyze program segments with a single-feasible path, 

only if the program segment does not have instructions with variable or unknown 

latencies. Extending simulation-based timing analysis for program segments with 

variable latency instructions is an interesting problem.  

I briefly described a compiler framework with an integrated WCET tool. For each 

branch region, the tool would evaluate the branch region’s WCETs yielded by different 

techniques. For example, the tool would compare the WCET derived for the simple mode 

of the AMP, the WCET derived for the complex mode using RECORDER, and the 

WCET derived for the complex mode using DNB, and then choose the option that yields 

the lowest WCET for the branch region and also the lowest overall WCET. Designing 

and implementing such a compiler framework is a significant undertaking and is left as 

future work.  
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